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Presenter Name: Carie Alexander, University of Minnesota 
Author(s): Carie Alexander, Dave Halvorson, Carol Cardona, Marie Culhane, Tim Goldsmith  
Title: Staying in contact with all the key players of the disease response: right time, right place, right content, right 
people 
 
During the 2015 and 2016 highly pathogenic avian influenza (HPAI) outbreaks in the Midwest, many egg and poultry 

processing plants were either in or received animals or products from a regulatory Control Area. In order to gain plant 

perspective on the outbreaks and to determine if/where there were gaps in communication and outreach to key Food 

Safety Inspection Service (FSIS) personnel in impacted plants in regard to the Secure Poultry Supply (SPS) Plan and its 

components, the UMN Secure Food Systems Team conducted interviews with FSIS Front Line Supervisors (FLS) and 

Public Health Veterinarians (PHV) in July and August of 2017. The interviews (5 in-person and 4 by telephone) consisted 

of 10 open-ended questions regarding outbreak communication and operations and knowledge of the SPS Plan. There 

were 3 key take-away messages from the interviews: 1) FSIS PHV and FLS clearly lacked consistent information on the 

Secure Poultry Supply plans, in particular on the specifics of the permitting process and the relevance to plant 

operations; 2) FSIS PHV and FLS received outbreak communication from multiple sources, namely FSIS, State and APHIS 

officials, and unofficial sources, such as media and company/industry representatives; 3) The communication that FSIS 

PHV and FLS received varied greatly in quality, quantity, and timeliness, and, in general, unofficial sources of outbreak 

and permitting information were deemed the most timely and informative. We concluded that there is an opportunity 

for APHIS and Secure Food Supply plan partners in academia and industry to improve communications with FSIS related 

to disease preparedness, disease control plans, continuity of business, and related permitted movement. Product-, 

species-, and disease-specific fact sheets would be particularly relevant and beneficial. During an outbreak, SPS Plan 

information and situational updates should be relayed consistently to the plant (including PHV and FLS), and these 

should be consistent in terms of timing, frequency, message, and relevance to the plant commodity. In-plant company 

and industry representatives are trusted and well-positioned sources of this information and may be ideally suited to 

supply timely information to PHV and FLS, not only during an outbreak situation, but also proactively about the Secure 

Poultry Supply Plan and its associated activities, such as permitting. Finally, FSIS PHV and FLS are an integral part of the 

food animal industry life cycle and critical to continuity of business. Proactive establishment of clear communication 

channels would benefit all stakeholders in the event of a future outbreak, and this is relevant for all food animal 

industries. 
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Presenter Name: Andreia Arruda, The Ohio State University 
Author(s): Andreia Arruda, Ting-Yu Cheng, Magnus Campler, Declan Schroeder, Sunil Mor  
Title: How many different PRRSV can be found in farms in a single sampling event and overtime? 
 
Introduction 
Porcine reproductive and respiratory syndrome virus (PRRSV) is one of the major health and economic concerns in 

the swine industry worldwide. Even though molecular diagnostic tools for PRRSV detection and classification have 

improved dramatically over the past years, the fact that this virus mutates rapidly combined with testing costs 

makes it difficult to understand PRRSV diversity in pig farms. The lack of understanding on PRRSV variability in sw ine 

herds in turn complicates outbreak investigations and prevention strategies in the field. The objective of this study 

was to describe the genetic variability of PRRSV in swine farms with different production types (breeding and 

growing pig herds) and PRRS infection statuses (new outbreaks, vaccinated farms, “natural” PRRSV exposure).  

Methods  
Five US swine herds were enrolled in this project: three farrow-wean herds, and two growing pig herds; and 

followed up for 6 months to one year. For the breeding herds, farms were either recently infected (active outbreak), 

actively vaccinated (using an MLV vaccine), or “naturally” infected (no vaccine used); while for the growing pigs 

herds, farms were either recently infected (active outbreak), or actively vaccinated (using an MLV vaccine). Tonsil 

scraping samples (n = 343) were collected monthly from all herds; processing fluids (n = 204) were obtained from 

piglet processing batches within the three breeding farms, and pen-based oral fluids (n = 111) were collected in the 

two growing pig farms. Viral RNA extraction and reverse-transcription quantitative PCR (RT-qPCR) were conducted 

for all samples, with the sample positivity threshold set at quantification cycle (Cq) of ≤ 37. ORF5 sequencing was 

conducted in all processing fluid samples, and PRRSV were defined as different when the percent identity was < 98%. 

Generalized linear models were built in R separately for each herd type (breeding and growing pig herds) to 

investigate the effect of specimen type, sampling season, and farm PRRS infection status on PRRSV positivity. 

Statistical significance was declared at P < 0.05. 

Results 
PRRSV was detected by RT-PCR in approximately 25% of tonsil scrapings, 22% of processing fluids, and 25% of oral fluids 

throughout the study period. Results from statistical models suggested that PRRSV was more likely to be detected in 

processing fluids compared to tonsil scrapings (odds ratio (OR) = 3.86) in breeding farms; whereas oral fluids were 

outperformed by tonsil scrapings (OR = 0.26) in growing pig farms. Phylogenic analyses on the PRRSV ORF5 gene in 

processing fluids identified the presence of multiple PRRSV (genetic identity > 98%) classified into different lineages in 

two breeding farms within and between sampling events.  

Conclusions  
The results described herein highlight the fact that multiple PRRSV lineages can be found in the same sampling event 

within farms, as well as overtime. We also report the use of tonsil scrapings as potentially beneficial in growing pig 

populations. These findings could lead to an improvement in PRRSV diagnostic and surveillance by selecting different 

specimens for PRRSV detection, and supporting sequencing of more PCR positive samples. 
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Presenter Name: Albert Canturri, University of Minnesota 
Author(s): Albert Canturri, Maria Pieters 
Title: Mycoplasma hyopneumoniae detection by PCR: friend or foe? The example of Processing Fluids 
 
Molecular diagnostics, especially PCR testing, are nowadays the cornerstone of most diagnostic investigations aiming to 

determine the presence or absence of a specific microorganism in a sample. However, the interpretation of the PCR 

results and their incorporation, coupled with other diagnostic techniques, into a given clinical investigation is not always 

straightforward, as unexpected outcomes, such as the detection of a microorganism in an unpredicted tissue localization 

or clinical specimen, can occasionally arise and require further investigation. This can be challenging, especially with 

Mycoplasma hyopneumoniae, for which its intrinsic complexity to grow in culture makes PCR testing the standard 

diagnostic technique for pathogen detection.   

An example of the above-mentioned issue is the recently described detection of Mycoplasma hyopneumoniae in 

processing fluids (PF). Detection of M. hyopneumoniae in PF was an unforeseen result, since the bacterium, the primary 

etiologic agent of porcine enzootic pneumonia, is considered to be restricted to the respiratory system. Therefore, our 

research group set up to figure out this puzzling finding by further evaluating the PCR-detection of M. hyopneumoniae in 

PF in farms with various health status and management conditions for an extended period of time. 

Processing fluids from near 3,000 individual litters representing diverse parity groups were collected and aggregately 

tested by M. hyopneumoniae real time-PCR. Additionally, a selection of positive pools from different farms were 

individually tested, and the selected samples were submitted for M. hyopneumoniae DNA sequencing. At least three 

farm profiles were identified based on the results of this investigation: Farms that were constantly negative; farms with 

variable detection; and farms that were constantly positive over the entire sampling period. Mycoplasma 

hyopneumoniae farm status was significantly associated with the detection of the bacterium in PF, while parity group 

and month of the year were not. The DNA sequences from samples representing three different farms were identical 

and showed 99.8-100% homology to the M. hyopneumoniae J strain. 

Results from this study emphasize the fact that, for PCR interpretation, the context of the diagnostic investigation, such 

as reported clinical signs or pathologic findings, is key. At this point of the research, it is too early to ascertain the origin 

of the genetic material detected, and is worthy to remember that many variables, such as the collection procedure and 

handling of samples or the DNA/RNA persistence or degradation in the environment can dramatically affect PCR results. 

As observed in this investigation, M. hyopneumoniae DNA sequencing is a powerful diagnostic tool for multiple 

purposes, such as to decipher the strain of the detected PCR product. Another aspect of PCR testing for M. 

hyopneumoniae to have in mind is that viability, and subsequently, infectivity and transmissibility, cannot be 

determined. Thus, additional culture-independent diagnostic methods to determine the viability of the detected genetic 

material are needed, especially after antibiotic treatment in the context of control and elimination programs. Finally, a 

meticulous sampling methodology, aiming at minimizing both cross- and environmental contamination of the samples, 

should be implemented and monitored for all the procedures involving nucleic acid detection by PCR.  
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Presenter Name: Erin Cortus, University of Minnesota 
Author(s): Erin Cortus 
Title: Sustainability Approaches and Perspectives 
 
While there are common pillars of environment, economy and ethics to most sustainability definitions, there are 

evolving definitions, interpretations, approaches and applications. In the realm of environmental sustainability, there 

are examples of local damages, regional problems and global dangers, intrinsically linked. As a science, assessing 

environmental sustainability metrics can start with these local, regional or global perspectives. For communication and 

action purposes, we need mechanisms to open up critical conversations about the context for sustainability metrics, and 

the use of metrics on farm as a part of environmental stewardship. Carbon footprints are powerful metrics in 

environmental sustainability conversations throughout the supply chain, even though greenhouse gas emissions are only 

one aspect of environmental stewardship. This presentation will explore carbon footprints and other environmental 

sustainability metrics to demonstrate application of different approaches and perspectives. 
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Presenter Name: Solenne Costard, EpiX Analytics 
Author(s): Solenne Costard, Dan Taylor, Francisco Zagmutt, Andres Perez, Huybert Groenendaal  
Title: Identification and prioritization of FAD biosecurity gaps in the U.S. pork industry 
 
Introduction: An evidence-based framework was developed and used to prioritize needs (biosecurity gaps, BG) for 

mitigations measures to further protect the U.S. pork industry against foreign animal diseases (FADs) threats.  

Methods: Eight FAD entry pathways (legal, and illegal import of live animals, illegal import of pork products, import of 

feed and feed ingredients, fomites associated with international movements, international movement of people, 

transboundary movements of wildlife, and accidental release) and six swine subpopulations (industry-commercial, 

industry-show pigs, industry-other, pet pigs, zoos, and wildlife) were considered. Qualitative probabilities of entry and 

exposure (non-negligible, unknown, or negligible) were determined using a systematic assessment of available evidence. 

BG were identified and prioritized using a multi-step approach and eight criteria on existing regulations/guidance and 

factors affecting mitigation effectiveness.  

Results: All pathways contained BG at U.S. entry points. Those in the pathways for import of feed and smuggling of pork 

products for commercial purposes are of higher concern due to volume and distribution. Cost-benefit analysis involving 

stakeholders such as government agencies and airline industry can inform the choice of additional measures, which 

should focus on improving detection of FAD agents (e.g., sniffing dogs, targeted luggage inspections), raising traveler 

awareness (e.g., airport signs, in-flight announcements) and increasing compliance with existing laws and industry 

guidance. 

The highest priority BG for the swine industry were the distribution, processing, and storage of imported feed and feed 

ingredients. Developing protocols and guidance for additives and holding times is needed and should be informed by 

analyses such as quantitative risk assessment (QRA) and collaboration between government, industry and researchers. 

Increased traceability of feed and verification of its origin would ensure safe sourcing at feed mill and/or farm levels.  

High- and medium-priority BG found at slaughter facilities require mitigation measures, e.g., active on-farm surveillance 

and pre-movement testing - possibly within certification schemes, improved traceability and coordination between 

regulatory agencies and industry, and verification and/or auditing to increase compliance with industry guidance for 

cleaning and disinfection procedures. 

High-priority BG were also identified for transboundary feral pig movements, and possible access of feral pigs to illegally 

imported pork products disposed in landfills or at recreation areas with feral pig populations. International cooperation 

is needed for the development of feral pig surveillance and management program around U.S. land borders. Research 

and QRA should be conducted to better estimate risks for the pathways involving these BG, and to compare mitigation 

measures such as fences to keep feral swine out of landfills, or feral swine proof trash cans at at-risk recreation areas. 

Several exposure pathways contain BG of medium-priority associated with non-compliance with existing regulations and 

industry guidance, or lack of FAD awareness - especially for non-commercial swine farm settings, pet pigs and zoos. 

There is an opportunity for the industry to provide outreach and guidance pertaining to FAD for these other 

subpopulations, positioning itself as leader in FAD prevention while improving its protection. 

Conclusion: The framework allowed to prioritize BG and derive recommendations for short-term mitigation measures, 

outreach to non-commercial pig owners, and research needs. 

Funding was provided by the National Pork Board (NPB) and Swine Health Information Center (SHIC). 
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Presenter Name: Marie Culhane, University of Minnesota College of Veterinary Medicine 
Author(s): Marie Culhane, Sasidhar Malladi,  Amos Ssematimba, Peter Bonney, Cesar Corzo, Tim Goldsmith, Dave 
Halvorson, Rosemary Marusak, Kaitlyn St. Charles, Mickey Leonard, Carie Alexander, Miranda Medrano, Carol Cardona 
Title: Making risk-based decisions with imperfect testing 
 
Early control of disease outbreaks is necessary to prevent further spread and damage.  Pre-movement testing to 

minimize chances of moving infected but undetected pigs may be desired for continuity of business when deciding the 

fate of populations in disease control areas. The combined use of both aggregate/group-based and individual animal-

based antigen detection tests can play a significant role during surveillance for African swine fever virus (ASFv).  When 

antigen detection tests are combined with antibody tests this combination of testing can be deployed as surveillance for 

any disease from which animals may recover. Proactive assessment of diagnostic test performances is necessary to 

standardize surveillance and testing protocols and should be included as part of any proactive risk assessment 

conducted. Diagnostic test results can be used to inform risk management decisions by indicating the stage of infection 

in the population. Evaluations of surveillance scenarios that include testing on two separate days have shown that such 

strategies can decrease uncertainty in the estimated within-population transmission rate and can improve the accuracy 

of predicted epidemiological outcomes.  For example, in studies conducted on low pathogenicity avian influenza (LPAI) 

both in the field and experimentally, performing polymerase chain reaction (PCR) in addition to serology or antigen 

capture (AC) testing on two separate days was shown to further improve prediction accuracy.  That pathogen detection 

can be improved when PCR tests on individual animal-based samples are supplemented with a different type of test 

(serology or AC) or even group-based sampling is worth exploring and may improve disease control during an outbreak, 

be it LPAI or ASFv.  There are many situations where multiple testing modalities can be applied to improve surveillance.  

There may be a demonstrable improvement in the probability of disease detection despite the imperfections, i.e., lower 

sensitivity,  of the other tests or sample types.  For all situations, however, one must balance early detection and false 

trigger rates and also determine optimum mortality triggers for ASFv suspicion in swine herds. A recent study to 

determine optimum triggers was conducted to estimate the time to detect ASF infection based on increased mild clinical 

signs, severe clinical signs, or daily mortality. The results indicate that it may take two weeks or longer to detect ASF in a 

finisher swine herd via mild clinical signs or increased mortality beyond levels expected in routine production. A key 

factor contributing to the extended time to detect ASF in a herd is the fairly long latently infected period for an 

individual pig (mean 4.5, 95% P.I., 2.4 - 7.2 days). These transmission model parameter estimates and estimated time to 

detection via clinical signs provide valuable information that can be used not only to support emergency preparedness 

but also to inform other simulation models of evaluating regional disease spread. In conclusion, optimum mortality or 

morbidity triggers and surveillance strategies to provide a high probability of detection of ASFv or any high-consequence 

disease must be determined to have effective, risk-based, outbreak management. 
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Presenter Name: Susan Detmer, University of Saskatchewan 
Author(s): Susan Detmer  
Title: Regional approaches to control influenza 
 
Through active and passive surveillance, I have collected over 700 viruses from Canadian pigs and completed whole 

genome sequencing on over 500 viruses. Using this data, along with the information on approximate farm locations, 

replacement gilt movements and other movements, we can watch viruses move over time between farms and farm 

systems within a selected region. There are several patterns of virus movements that are quite predictable, and others 

that are less so.  

For making vaccine recommendations, I start by selecting the region which may be a veterinarian’s or clinic’s range of 

practice, or a large multi-site system. I look at what viruses have circulated in that area over the last 10 years and focus 

on the last 3 years to determine which types (genetic clusters and subtype groups) of viruses the pigs in that region or 

system will likely encounter. Cooperation and sharing of data is vital for understanding what is circulating in a 

geographic area. The wild card is always human seasonal strains of 2009pandemicH1N1 (pdmH1N1) which are usually 

introduced to farms each year with last year being an exception to the rule. I also know from experience, which sites 

have had documented transmission of virus strains between them and which directions these occurred. 

Using the phylogenetic relationships of the viruses within a selected region I can split these viruses up into groups and 

examine the antigenic sites for similarities and differences. Among the swine H1 viruses with 0-3 antigenic differences 

usually have good cross-protection in the field. A vaccine with greater than 12-15 differences is unlikely to provide the 

protection needed. For H3N2 viruses, there are only 6 critical antigenic sites, but only 1-2 differences would be 

acceptable. You also have to consider how many strains are in the vaccine and realize that it is possible that one or more 

strains may dominate the immune response and the rest of the viruses may have limited antibody response. This is 

because the antigen balancing that commercial vaccines provide to get an even balance of all antibodies produced in the 

pig can take years to get right. Therefore, last important step is to test the serum from vaccinated pigs and newly born 

pigs on vaccinated sows to determine what protective antibodies are being produced. Looking at pigs less than 1 week 

old born to vaccinated sows, I have found anywhere from 60-100% have protective maternally derived antibodies 

(average 75%). Both the veterinarian and the producer need this information so they know when viruses are detected 

over the next year, if there should be protection or not provided by the current vaccine. If there are no antibodies to one 

or more of the viruses in the vaccine, then they need to be replaced in the next formulation.  

Regional control is an evolving process, but with collaboration between clinics and veterinarians, we can work together 

to develop methods that work and improve our effectiveness for the overall health of the herds in our area.  
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Presenter Name: Madison Durflinger, Iowa State University 
Author(s): Madison Durflinger 
Title: Evaluating the efficacy of CURIS® Decontamination fogger in a truck cab and in a mock C&D room against PRRSV 1-
4-4 L1C variant 
 
Introduction  
The PRRSV 1-4-4 L1C variant is a hot issue in the US swine industry due to its high pathogenicity. The mechanical 

transmission of PRRSV via a truck cab is a possible form of entry of PRRSV into a naïve farm. Utilizing the CURIS 3 fogger 

may reduce the risk associated with truck cabs serving as a fomite. The importance of maintaining biosecurity is the 

motivation behind measuring the efficacy of the CURIS 3 fogger versus a Hurricane fogger both filled with the CURIS 

disinfectant product.  

Methods & Materials  
Truck cab study Five hydrogen peroxide chemical indicators (CI’s) and five Geobacillus stearothermophilus biological 

indicators (BI’s) were placed in various locations throughout the truck. The CURIS Decontamination fogger was set to 

600 ft3, 800 ft3, and 1,000 ft3 for the three trials. For each trial, all CI’s from each replication were evaluated for a color 

change. The BI’s were measured for the presence of growth. Mock C&D room Eight 4 x 4 in squares where taped off and 

a shelving unit had a cardboard box placed on top. There were eight replicates total, four using the CURIS 3 Fogger and 

four replications using a Hurricane Fogger filled with the CURIS disinfectant product. During each replicate, a square and 

a petri dish received either 0.5 mL of PRRSV 1-4-4 L1C serum or 0.5 mL of sham inoculant (RPMI). Petri dishes were 

placed inside the cardboard box. For each replicate, either the CURIS 3 fogger was ran in the room at 1000ft3 or the 

Hurricane fogger filled with 350 mL of the CURIS disinfectant product. Afterwards a sterile cotton swab soaked in RPMI 

was used to swab the surface, the swab was stored in a tube filled with 1.5 mL of RPMI. Viral isolation and titration 

occurred in ISU VDL.  

Results  
Truck cab study The CI’s had varying degrees of color change independent of the disinfectant dosage. Growth was 

detected in the BI of the positive control samples and no growth was detected in the other BI’s. Mock C&D room A 2.21 

average log10 reduction was seen in PRRSV 1-4-4 L1C virus titer after disinfectant application when using the CURIS 3 

fogger compared to a 1.34 average log10 reduction with the Hurricane fogger.  

Discussion  
Fogging a truck cab using the CURIS system could be effective in disinfecting a high-risk fomite area like a truck cab. 

There’s a higher log10 reduction when using the CURIS 3 fogger to a Hurricane fogger. Finding ways to utilize this 

technology could help in control against PRRSV and other swine pathogens. 
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Presenter Name: Beatriz Garcia Morante, Veterinary Population Medicine Department, College of Veterinary Medicine, 
University of Minnesota 
Author(s): Beatriz Garcia Morante, Maria Pieters 
Title: A comprehensive look into swine lameness cases and Mycoplasma hyosynoviae 
 
Mycoplasma hyosynoviae (M. hyosynoviae) has become an increasing concern to swine producers as a causative agent 

of arthritis (1). The pathogen, however, has been also detected in joints of pigs with no apparent clinical lameness (2, 3). 

Remarkably, the presence of microbiota in joints of humans suffering arthritis has been confirmed, suggesting a 

potential correlation with degree of disease (4). Nevertheless, a comprehensive investigation of the potential association 

between detection of M. hyosynoviae in synovial fluids, the synovial microbiota, host metabolic changes, and the clinical 

presentation of lameness in growing pigs among others, is lacking. In our research group, we are conducting studies to 

characterize the swine lameness conundrum.   

In recent years, we have reported PCR detection of M. hyosynoviae in pigs’ oral fluids from nursery to finish, and we 

have evaluated the correlation between pathogen detection with lameness scores (5). Moreover, we have looked into 

newborn and nursery piglet colonization, trying to establish the colonization timing and relationship with dams, based 

on parity (6). 

In a newer study, we have worked with swine producers and have enrolled wean-to-finish farms reporting recent history 

of lameness. Various finishing pigs from each farm were selected based on scores indicative of lameness. In addition, we 

set to investigate apparently healthy pigs, in order to compare their findings with those of pigs showing lameness. 

Synovial fluid (SF) and synovial membrane (SM) samples obtained from a number of joints from each pig were evaluated 

for histopathology and real-time PCR for M. hyosynoviae detection, respectively. In addition, SF from all joints were 

analyzed for determining host metabolite composition. Moreover, a subset of samples was processed by 16S rRNA 

sequencing in order to characterize the microbiota.  

Results from our investigations have shown poor correlation of pathogen detection by PCR with histological alteration of 

the SM. It is important to note that positive PCR results have been obtained in joints with no microscopic lesions and 

vice versa, both in lame and healthy pigs. In parallel, abundance of erysipelas and genus from the family of 

Pasteurellaceae were observed in approximately half of the samples. In addition, metabolomics analysis suggested that 

within each farm, there was a significant difference in amino acid composition profiles in SF between pigs based on their 

lameness score. A group of metabolites, potentially pointing at important cellular processes, were triggered in pigs with 

lameness.  

Taken all together, our results suggested that detection of M. hyosynoviae in SF samples was not necessarily associated 

with the presentation of clinical lameness. Henceforth, it remains difficult to correlate diagnostic data to the actual 

disease prevalence in the field. Results also revealed the existence of taxa that could potentially include bacteria 

associated with lameness in SF samples from both healthy and lame pigs, pointing out the importance of considering co-

infections when assessing lameness etiology. While lameness may result on metabolomic changes in SF from pigs of the 

same farm, the potential association between lameness and the presence of M. hyosynoviae and diverse microbiota in 

joints remains uncertain. 
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Presenter Name: Volker Gerdts, Vaccine and Infectious Disease Organization (VIDO) 
Author(s): Volker Gerdts 
Title: Advances in the development of swine vaccines 
 
Vaccines remains the most effective means to control disease, both for humans and animals. However, as witnessed 

during the pandemic, vaccines are not always available, especially for emerging diseases or novel pathogen strains, and 

differ greatly in their effectiveness based on the specific disease, vaccine type, age of the animal, genetic background 

and environmental factors such as overall health status.  Furthermore, the use of vaccines is often restricted by 

international trade requirements, as only very few vaccine technologies are currently able to distinguish vaccinated from 

infected animals.  With the advancement of molecular tools and an increased understanding of the porcine immune 

system, however, novel technologies are becoming available that are effective after a single immunization, provide a 

rapid onset of long lasting immunity, and that provide protection against a combination of different diseases. In this talk, 

I will review recent advances in recent vaccine development. 
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Presenter Name: Isaac Goldner, University of Illinois, College of Veterinary Medicine 
Author(s): Isaac Goldner, Brigitte Mason 
Title: Emerging Atypical Porcine Pestivirus (APPV) in a Midwestern sow farm 
 
Atypical Porcine Pestivirus (APPV) is an emerging, enveloped, positive-sense, single-stranded RNA virus in swine. APPV 
was first isolated in Spain in 1997 and has been detected in North America, South America, Asia, and Europe1. This virus 
is known to infect gilts and young sows, causing neurological damage, including demyelination of the brain and spinal 
cord in piglets. Infection in this state causes congenital tremors (CT) in piglets upon farrowing, specifically CT type A-II1. 
The clinical signs and prevalence vary within each litter and between litters. Prevalence in the United States swine herds 
was found to be six percent by RT-PCR in an early study1. APPV is spread through three routes: vertical, sexual, and 
orofecal. The main form of transmission in this case is vertical from gilts or young sows to piglets. 
 
A 5,000 head sow farm in the Midwestern United States has sporadic P1 and P2 litters presenting with congenital 
tremors in July 2020 and 2021. APPV is not documented to be seasonal; but the disease timing can be explained through 
transmission pathways and immune status of susceptible animals. The prior CT case resolved itself without intervention 
and did not present again until recently. Currently, some litters were fully affected, and others partially showed clinical 
signs. Clinical signs in affected litters began in piglets at birth and resolved at different times dependent on piglet or did 
not resolve. Case mortality on this site is not yet determined. Two sets of fresh and fixed brain samples, from two- and 
three-day-old piglets originating from P1 and P2 litters, were submitted to the ISU VDL for testing. The first samples 
showed unremarkable findings on histopathology and cultured moderate growth for S. suis. Sample contamination is 
thought to be the cause of this growth. On the second submission, histopathology was unremarkable, while the PCR 
showed a 21.5 cycle threshold for APPV. Diagnostician discretion played a role in what tests were performed. With a lack 
of research, treatment and control options for this case were limited. One week prior to diagnostic confirmation, a 
placental feedback program was initiated in the grower/finisher unit of this sow farm. The goal of this feedback program 
was to create sow immunity before pregnancy and prevent transmission of APPV to resulting piglets. In addition to the 
feedback program, biosecurity and sanitation are of great importance. With an unknown source of infection, these two 
processes are crucial. It can be speculated the disease either followed new replacement animals onto the operation or 
was not mitigated by biosecurity protocols.  
 
In conclusion, this outbreak of APPV is in the process of being stabilized. This emerging Pestivirus shows potential to 
become an epidemic disease of concern. So, proper clinical response, biosecurity measures, and herd immunity are 
crucial to those young sows, gilts, and piglets susceptible to this disease. As an industry, we need to be investigating 
further into this virus, to develop treatment and control methods suitable to fight this disease and prevent a possible 
outbreak. 
 
Resources:  
1.  Pan S, Mou C, Chen Z. An emerging novel virus: Atypical porcine pestivirus (APPV). Rev Med Virol. 2018;e2018. 
https://doi.org/10.1002/rmv.2018 
2.  Gatto, I. R. H., Sonálio, K., &amp; de Oliveira, L. G. (2019, February 21). Atypical Porcine Pestivirus (APPV) as a New 
Species of Pestivirus in Pig Production. Frontiers in veterinary science. 
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC6393339/. 
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Presenter Name: Laura Greiner, Iowa State University 
Author(s): Laura Greiner 
Title: What is on the horizon for feeding sows? 
 
Introduction 
As we navigate changing feed costs, disease threats, and increasing live born, nutritionists ask the question as to what is 

the best economic decisions for the sow herd.  This presentation will discuss technologies that can be used to manage 

feed costs and how to determine the value of technology implementation in a sow herd. 

Sow mortality has doubled over the last seven years.  While the causes of the increase are not fully known, lameness 

and reproductive soundness percentages continue to be primary reasons for the loss.  Managing lameness and sow 

lifetime productivity starts during gilt development.  Research discussing nutritional options to improve bone and joint 

health as well as ovarian function have been shown to have a positive impact. 

Piglet survivability with increasing numbers of pigs born per sow has also not changed in parallel.  Assessing milk quality, 

composition and gut health technologies will continue to be important and needed.  The average sow parity in US herds 

has not increased significantly over the last few years.  In addition to the sow mortality challenges, farmers continue to 

evaluate sow and litter health.  Nutritionists have the option to either alter the diet to improve the immune function on 

the female or to add products to the feed to reduce viral transmission in the feed.   

All of the technologies have a cost of implementation.  How does a nutritionist determine the value of the technology in 

a sow herd when multiple variables overlay and interact with interpretation?  How does one implement technology 

without increasing labor or additional barn oversight while minimizing costs? 

Conclusion 
With continued labor shortages and increasing costs of production, understanding how to put nutritional information 

and technologies into place that optimize sow performance and minimizing added value will be critical. 
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Presenter Name: Kelsey Hammers, University of Minnesota 
Author(s): Kelsey Hammers, Lee J. Johnston, Pedro E. Urriola, Mark Schwartz, Moon-Suhn Ryu, Andres Gomez  
Title: Dietary zinc supplementation during gestation for improved piglet survival: a practical approach 
 
Increased litter size resulting from genetic selection has also increased magnitude of pre-weaning mortality across the 

swine industry. The incidence of low birth weight pigs born weighing less than 1 kg has increased with increasing 

number of pigs born alive per litter. Low birth weight pigs experience mortality rates that can be up to 80 percent and 

have a reduced ability to reach market weight if they survive to weaning (Zeng et al., 2019). To reduce pre-weaning 

mortality in piglets, fetal programming strategies may have some utility. Zinc is an essential trace mineral required in the 

body and is crucial for fetal development and post-natal growth. Researchers successfully decreased stillborn rates (Hill 

et al., 1983) and improved piglet survival (Vallet et al., 2014) in small litter size groups and reduced mortality of low birth 

weight pigs in a modern commercial farm (Holen et al., 2020) with supplementation of high dietary zinc concentrations 

fed to gestating sows. However, all these past experiments supplemented zinc starting on day 80 of gestation. 

Therefore, the first objective of this study was to determine a practical approach to feeding elevated dietary zinc to 

gestating sows in a commercial setting. Our second objective was to demonstrate if pre-weaning mortality could be 

reduced by feeding high zinc to sows during different timepoints in gestation. The study was conducted from December 

2020 to May 2021 at a commercial sow farm (Schwartz Farms Inc., Sleepy Eye, MN). Sows (n = 267) over 3 consecutive 

weekly farrowing groups were assigned randomly to 1 of 3 dietary treatments within parity. Treatments consist of 1) 

Control sows fed a corn-soybean meal diet containing 125 ppm total supplemental Zn supplied by zinc hydroxychloride; 

2) Breed-to-Farrow – as Control + 177 ppm supplemental Zn as ZnSO4 (302 ppm total supplemental Zn) fed from 5 days 

after breeding to farrowing; and 3) day 110-to-Farrow – as Control diet fed from breeding to farrowing + 3,819 ppm 

supplemental Zn as ZnSO4 (3,944 ppm supplemental Zn) starting day 110 of gestation until farrowing. Sow and piglet 

performance and piglet survival were measured through weaning.   
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Presenter Name: Olivia Harrison, Kansas State University 
Author(s): Olivia Harrison, Jordan T. Gebhardt, Chad B. Paulk, Jason C. Woodworth, Cassandra K. Jones  
Title: Considerations for feed ingredients of non-animal origin imported from African swine fever positive regions 
 
The United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) categorizes the risk of African Swine Fever virus (ASFV) entry into 

the United States through non-animal origin feed ingredients as “negligible to moderate, with high uncertainty”. 

Scientific limitations and unknown costs to the government and swine industry have also prevented the government 

from taking action to regulate imported ingredients from ASFV-positive countries. The swine industry led an initiative to 

gather import data and create a working group to better understand the quantity of non-animal origin feed ingredients 

imported from ASFV-positive countries and whether an industry led import policy was warranted. Unprocessed grains 

and oilseeds and soybean co-products (meals, oil, and oilcake) were considered high and moderate risk ingredients, 

respectively. Moderate and high-risk ingredients from ASFV-positive countries represented only 3.1% of all ingredients 

imported into the United States. There are no imported non-animal origin feed ingredients which require 

documentation regarding the country-of-origin’s foreign animal disease status. However, documentation similar to 

those needed to prevent entry of plant pests and diseases could be adapted to fit ASFV. Discussions with government 

agencies and swine industries in Canada and Australia offered insight in their policies to reduce the risk of disease 

introduction via feed ingredients. Neither country believed their policy would be feasible in the United States and 

neither country could give an estimated cost of their program. Based off the gathered information, a working group was 

created to discuss the industry’s approach. A voluntary, industry led program which documented mitigation (holding 

time, chemical, thermal, etc.) at the port of entry for moderate and high-risk ingredients was deemed the most 

appropriate course of action. The regions to be included were those positive for at least one of the following foreign 

animal diseases: ASFV, classical swine fever virus, foot-and-mouth disease virus, and pseudorabies virus.  
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Presenter Name: Melissa Hensch, The Maschhoffs 
Author(s): Melissa Hensch, Megan Kellen, Amy Maschhoff, Phil Gauger 
Title: Diagnostic problems with unexpected positive PCRs 
 
Introduction: 
Mycoplasma Hyopneumoniae (MHp) negative but vaccinated herds often monitor gilt introductions via tracheal-

bronchial swabs (TBS) to ensure no MHp infected animals enter the farm. Gilts are often vaccinated for MHp in the gilt 

developer unit (GDU) prior to TBS testing. False positive PCR results can cause delayed shipment, additional testing 

expenses, and production impacts. This study evaluated the possibility that killed, commercial MHp vaccine residual 

environmental contamination may cause false positive results on MHp TBS PCR testing.  

Methods: 
Prior to MHp vaccination at two separate GDUs, five un-used swabs were placed into plastic falcon tubes containing 

1 mL of phosphate buffered saline (PBS) as negative controls. Ten, MHp naïve, un-vaccinated gilts were TBS tested 

and then vaccinated according to label with a commercial, killed MHp vaccine. Site one used vaccine A and site two 

used vaccine B. Thirty minutes post-vaccination, the same ten gilts were TBS tested again and environmental swabs 

collected throughout the pen. Positive control environmental swabs were created by spraying MHp vaccine on the 

same surfaces previously swabbed in a completely different area of the barn and collecting swabs again thirty 

minutes post-vaccine application. All samples were submitted in 1 mL PBS and pooled at the lab in groups of 5 for 

MHp PCR. Sequencing was performed on selected samples when possible and compared to a known vaccine virus 

sequence for Vaccine A only. 

Results: 
All positive control samples were positive for vaccine A on PCR. The swabs collected as negative controls were MHP PCR 

positive with an average Ct of 36.6. Gilt TB swabs pre-vaccination had one positive pool with a Ct of 35.4 and one 

negative pool; while post-vaccination those animals were positive on both pools with an average Ct of 35.55. 

Environmental samples post-vaccination had seven of ten pools positive with an average Ct of 31.9. Sequencing from 

one positive control in addition to one environmental sample returned 99.7% and 99.8% similar to vaccine strain A.  

Regarding Vaccine B, 7 of 9 positive controls were PCR positive. All negative controls, and gilt TBS swabs pre- and post-

vaccination were negative. Environmental samples post-vaccination had 2 of 9 pools test positive. Sequencing was not 

able to be performed on any environmental sample due to high Ct levels. Average Ct levels comparing positive controls 

between vaccine A and vaccine B was 26.79 to 34.19, respectively. 

Conclusions: 
Although negative control swabs had one vaccine A positive, the swabs were processed on the same table where 

vaccine was previously mixed. Interestingly, vaccine A had lower Cts and more PCR positive TBS and environmental 

pooled swabs compared to Vaccine B. Sequencing confirmed vaccine A was present on environmental swabs collected 

post-vaccination. Results of this study demonstrate the possibility of detecting residual MHp vaccine antigen by PCR in 

the environment and multiple locations after administering the vaccine. These data indicate the possibility that post-

vaccination environmental contamination may create a risk of false-positive MHp PCR tests in replacement gilts that are 

monitored for MHp prior to transport or movement into the breeding herd.  
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Presenter Name: Tyler Holck, Iowa State University 
Author(s): Tyler Holck 
Title: US Swine Health Improvement Plan implementation and next steps 
 
The US Swine Health Improvement Plan (US SHIP) is a USDA funded pilot project with the primary objective to develop 

and implement a African Swine Fever (ASF)-Classical Swine Fever (CSF) Monitored Certification Program modeled after 

the basic tenets of the National Poultry Improvement Plan (NPIP) (http://www.poultryimprovement.org/) H5/H7 Avian 

Influenza Monitored certification of US Commercial Poultry operations.  

The focus of the US SHIP pilot program is the enhancement of ASF-CSF prevention, response, and recovery through the 

development of a voluntary health monitoring and certification structure derived through the input of industry, state, 

and federal partners. The US SHIP pilot has established a group of technical advisors/subject matter experts from across 

the U.S. pork industry to assist in drafting the initial program standards for consideration in the areas of traceability, 

biosecurity/sanitary standards, and surveillance related to ASF-CSF preparedness.  

Examples of the initial enrollment requirement standards would include premise identification and the ability to provide 

30 days of animal movements for traceability, prohibiting the feeding of garbage or table scraps containing meat and a 

uniform “downtime” of a minimum of five days for anyone traveling from an ASF or CSF positive region for biosecurity, 

and establishing a systematic sampling strategy for participating sites for surveillance. 

The US SHIP pilot project is designed to enroll US pork producers and packing facilities in participating states that meet 

specified program requirements and wish to participate in this ASF-CSF Monitored Certification Program. Like NPIP, the 

US SHIP pilot program will utilize Official State  Agencies (OSA) to administer the certification program in their respective 

states. The US SHIP program is designed to be broadly inclusive, targeting the participation of large and small 

commercial swine production sites, slaughter facilities, and non-commercial pork industry stakeholders.  

While a voluntary program, a key success factor for the NPIP is the near-universal participation by producers and 

packers representing their respective poultry industries. With that in mind, a concerted and focused effort was 

undertaken in the initial start-up of the US SHIP pilot to recruit key swine-producing states and producers and packers 

representing a large percentage of the U.S. swine industry. 

The US SHIP pilot program has generated considerable interest and excitement within the U.S. swine industry as 

evidenced by the participation of 28 states in the inaugural US SHIP House of Delegates (HOD) held on August 23-24, 

2021.  

This presentation will provide an update of the outcomes from the US SHIP House of Delegates including 1) the initial 

approved standards of requirements for enrollment in the US SHIP pilot program and 2) the approved resolutions for 

additional projects and technical working groups which will serve to expand the robustness of the traceability, 

biosecurity, and surveillance components of the US SHIP. 
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Presenter Name: Bill Hollis, Professional Swine Management 
Author(s): Bill Hollis 
Title: Preparing Production Teams for Prop 12 
 

Cost Estimates 
 Conversions and breeding area redesign 

Space Utilization 
 Reduction in inventory (24 sq ft throughout) with redesigned breeding area 
 Construction of new space with redesign of feed, air, and light 

Animal Behavior 
 Weaned sow protection 
 Breeding and boar behavior 
 Pregnancy and fetal development impact 

Production Output 
 Lactation length projections 
 Body Condition and Feed management 

Staffing Demands 
 Open sow identification 
 Sow movement training 
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Presenter Name: Krista Howden, One Health Solutions 
Author(s): Krista Howden, Kathleen Long, LeeAnn Peters, Egan Brockhoff, Penny Greenwood, Angus Cameron, Anne 
Meyer, Celine Faverjon   
Title: Applications of Compartmentalization  
 
Introduction. Ensuring business continuity and maintaining trade in the context of moderate to long lasting epidemics of 

major animal diseases is a challenge worldwide. Business continuity is part of the wider concept of resilience to animal 

diseases and of critical importance for sustainability of the food chain and the economic viability of rural economies. The 

recent global expansion of ASF has highlighted a significant risk for the North American pork sector. The World 

Organization for Animal Health (OIE) allows for the use of compartmentalization to address the threat to business 

continuity posed by infectious animal diseases. Although compartments have been implemented for various diseases 

and production types, no ASF-free swine compartments have been officially recognized to date. The purpose of our 

study was to identify the requirements for an ASF-free swine compartment, provide guidance for field implementation, 

and discuss advantages and challenges of the approach.  

Methods. We performed a comprehensive review of the available scientific literature and international standards to 

identify the requirements for an ASF-free swine compartment. Then, we conducted a desk-based and on-site 

assessment of Maple Leaf Foods, a vertically integrated commercial swine production system in Canada, to develop 

practical, ASF-specific recommendations for implementation of compartmentalization including on-farm, abattoir and 

processing requirements and a proposed public private partnership approach to engagement of the National Veterinary 

Service and the OIE.  

Results. Compartmentalization is a business continuity tool that requires deep knowledge of both structural factors (the 

value chain, the stakeholders, the legislative framework) and the disease-specific factors (related to the disease agent, 

its epidemiology, the disease control measures). Our study identified that the implementation of compartmentalization 

for ASF first requires the development of national standards and framework including a governance structure, 

biosecurity, traceability, and surveillance requirements, an auditor training program, and a national ASF surveillance 

system. Second, at the compartment level, biosecurity should be enhanced to mitigate the risk of introduction of virus 

via people, fomites, live pigs, pork products and proximity pathways. Barn-based mortality and morbidity-based 

surveillance should be developed to support early detection and demonstration of freedom from ASF. Last, biosecurity, 

segregation and traceability at slaughter and processing establishments should ensure that compartment products are 

not exposed to contamination with ASF virus.  

Conclusion. Integrated production systems lend themselves well to compartmentalization for ASF. Although substantial 

work is required to set up a national programme, development of compartmentalization can demonstrate benefits 

beyond supporting business continuity and maintaining trade. This includes supporting ASF preparedness, strengthening 

national animal health systems and building trusting partnerships between industry and governments.   
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Presenter Name: Megan Kellen, Iowa State University 
Author(s): Megan Kellen 
Title: Evaluation of how false Mhp positive tracheobronchial swabs led to a system-wide Mhp naive gilt vaccination 
strategy analysis 
 
Introduction: 
Maintaining a Mycoplasma hyopneumoniae (Mhp) naïve sow herd requires regular testing to ensure Mhp is not 

introduced via gilt entries. At gilt developer units (GDUs), testing strategies are routinely used to monitor disease status. 

At times, replacement gilts may be vaccinated for Mhp which makes the use of serology more complicated and invokes 

the use of tracheobronchial swabs (TBS) as the main diagnostic technique. This GDU used a commercial, killed Mhp 

vaccine prior to TBS testing, and began to see positive test results. Positive results must be proven via retesting over a 

period of time, causing flow disruption with associated costs in labor, diagnostics, and gilt production performance. 

Timeline results: 
After each false positive, animals were re-tested immediately and 2 weeks post-initial testing, resulting in cancelled 

shipments and TBS testing closer to Mhp vaccination. 

Positive TBS samples also elicited euthanasia and tissue collection. Tissues submitted for Mhp polymerase chain reaction 

(PCR) were all negative and histologically unremarkable concerning Mhp. Based on these results, groups were confirmed 

Mhp negative and cleared for movement. 

Field Study Materials, Methods, and Results: 
A field study was then conducted to explore if the positive TBS were due to detectable vaccine in the environment. TBS 

were collected from ten Mhp naïve gilts, and the gilts were then vaccinated with a commercial, killed Mhp vaccine. 

Thirty minutes post-vaccination, the ten gilts were TBS tested again. Environmental swabs were collected post-

vaccination. Negative controls were unused swabs and positive controls were created by spraying vaccine onto pen 

surfaces and other items. All swabs were submitted with approximately 1-2 ml Phosphate Buffered Saline for  Mhp PCR in 

pools of 5. Sequencing was requested when possible. 

One positive control and one environmental sample were sequenced and were 99.7% and 99.8%     similar to the Mhp 

vaccine respectively. 

Following the field study, vaccine plans were altered on site. The August TBS were collected from one room that had not 

been vaccinated with any Mhp vaccine until post-TBS and one room      that utilized a different, commercial, killed Mhp 

vaccine. All TBS samples were negative. 

Discussion: 
Based on August TBS, the change in strategy resulted in no false positive results. Vaccination strategies for maintaining 

and monitoring Mhp negative GDU’s will need to consider the risk of false positives. One way to avoid false positive 

results is to not Mhp vaccinate until after gilts have been TBS tested. Monitoring an Mhp negative but vaccinated GDU is 

not only a risk to one system for false positive results, but a challenge the industry needs to consider as more producers 

move to eliminate Mhp. The risk of moving a true Mhp positive gilt into a sow farm could be avoided with the right 

combination of effective vaccines and health assurance testing as demonstrated by these results. 
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Presenter Name: Mariana Kikuti, University of Minnesota 
Author(s): Mariana Kikuti, Albert Rovira, Kimberly VanderWaal, Cesar A. Corzo 
Title: Characterization of the current PRRS Lineage 1C 1-4-4 Outbreak 
 
During the fall of 2020, the simultaneous occurrence of farm-level PRRS outbreaks caused by unusually similar viruses at 

the orf5 level was reported by swine producers in the Midwestern U.S. Three main factors caused these farm-level 

outbreaks to quickly attract attention from the industry: 1) PRRSV with high orf5 nucleotide identities (>99%) were being 

detected in multiple apparently unrelated sites from different production systems; 2) this variant was affecting mainly 

growing pig sites and seemed different from variants historically detected in those production systems; and 3) reports 

from the field suggested that affected sites were experiencing extremely high production losses. The Morrison Swine 

Health Monitoring Project (MSHMP) monitors disease occurrence in approximately 50% of the U.S. swine breeding herd. 

PRRSV orf5 sequences generated by the participating systems as a result of their routine outbreak investigations in 

breeding, gilt developing units, nursery, growing and finishing pig herds are captured. As of July 2021, a total of 301 

sequences of this newly emergent L1C 1-4-4 variant from 14 MSHMP production systems was detected in 243 sites (163 

growing pig farms, 53 breeding herds, 31 reported as other types, and 7 with no information on site type). We found 

that the transmission of this variant seemed to have occurred in two waves. The first one occurred between October 

and December 2020, when these cases first started being reported. This was followed by a decrease in the weekly cases 

in the next few months. However, by April 2021 a second wave of transmission was noted, peaking in May 2021. The 

number of sequences that comprised this second wave of transmission far surpasses the number of sequences observed 

during the fall-winter 2020 wave. Coordinates or state information were not available for 15% of cases, but this variant 

has been detected in MN, IA, IL, SD and WI. Both orf5 and whole genome sequencing results suggest that this represents 

the emergence of a new variant within Lineage 1C distinct from what has been previously circulating. A case-control 

study was conducted with 50 cases (sites affected with the newly emerged variant) and 58 controls (sites affected with 

other PRRSV variants) between October and December 2020. Sites that had a market vehicle that was not exclusive to 

the production system had 0.04 times the odds of being a case than a control. A spatial cluster (81.42 km radius) with 

1.68 times higher the number of cases than controls was found. The average finishing mortality within the first four 

weeks after detection was higher amongst cases (4.50%) than controls (0.01%). While the Midwest U.S. seem to have 

been the only heavily affected region by this PRRSV variant at the time of writing, the fact that transmission carried on 

throughout the spring and with the number of cases surpassing the observed during winter, concerns related to the next 

high transmission season of PRRS have been raised. 
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Presenter Name: Robert Knox, Department of Animal Sciences, University of Illinois 
Author(s): Robert Knox 
Title: GILT PUBERTY, SUBSEQUENT FERTILiTY, AND INCIDENCE OF SILENT HEAT IN RESPONSE TO BOAR EXPOSURE AND 
HORMONE INDUCTION 
 
The management of replacement gilts is designed to advance the timing and expression of pubertal estrus in response 

to boar exposure to allow breeding of gilts at an optimal age and stage of maturity. However, variation in the expression 

and timing of pubertal estrus results in a greater spread in body maturation at time of breeding. Methods that could 

advance estrus, could reduce variation in response to boar stimulation during the year and on different farms. Most gilts 

are culled due to failed or delayed estrus expression. The origin of the failures are uncertain, but data suggests selection 

of gilts based on birth and growth traits can improve the estrous response. The development of the gilt reproductive 

system starts in the fetal period and continues onward even past puberty. For this reason, disturbances during 

development could result in a differential array of reproductive anomalies. Estrus is the key identifier for gilt fertility, but 

the ability to detect estrus by humans is affected by methodology and environment. Induction, expression and detection 

of estrus depends upon gilt exposure to visual, auditory, pheromonal, and tactile stimulation from the boar. The 

expression of estrus depends upon the maturation of large follicles and their production of estrogen, and the ability of 

the female brain to respond to the hormone. Follicle development occurs in response gonadotropins released from the 

pituitary. Treatment of gilts with similar hormones in PG600, also induce follicle development and estrus soon after 

injection. Stimulation of gilts with a combination of fenceline and physical boar exposure can increase the proportion of 

gilts expressing estrus by 20% in the first 2 weeks, and by another 25% with the addition of PG600 in the 3rd week. The 

intensive boar exposure regimen +/- PG600 increased the proportion of gilts inseminated and farrowing through four 

parities.  

Due to the time required for maturity, the failure of a gilt to express estrus within 50 days of starting boar exposure, 

results in economic loss when culling, and a missed opportunity to replace less productive sows with a higher fertility 

gilt. Because of the long-term consequences of this problem and frequency of failures, the industry has remained 

focused on finding answers to the problem. At present, ultrasound can diagnose the reproductive status over time, 

while measures for blood hormones, or ovary assessment at slaughter, generate historical fertility information. While 

each method has advantages and disadvantages, the accuracy of the diagnosis, costs, and labor required, may 

determine what method is most practical. Many cases of failed pubertal estrus in gilts have been classified as silent heat; 

defined as those females that ovulate but do not display estrus. Other gilts have been identified as weak heat, in that 

they show symptoms of estrus but not the standing response. Others report gilts that show significant vulva swelling and 

color over days, but with no standing heat confirmed. The data resulting from the investigation of the physiological 

status of these infertile females may provide insight into potential approaches for early diagnosis and intervention.   
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Pre-weaning mortality has been steadily increasing in our industry over the years and now hovers between 14-15% on 

average with many farms at a much higher percentage.  Many factors challenge the survivability of pigs before weaning 

but the loss of these pigs affects our profitability and poorly reflects our dedication to quality animal care.  Even though 

we all recognize neonatal pig survivability as a concern, understanding the fundamental concepts that allow pigs to 

thrive and leave the farm at weaning is not enough.   Simply put; lack of disease challenge, colostrum consumption, and 

getting warm and dry soon after birth are critical to piglet survival.  If we understand these concepts, why do we not 

repeatedly execute them on our farms?  How do we evaluate pre-weaning mortality as a key performance indicator and 

do we understand what it is really telling us?  Pre-weaning mortality is not a problem that we can fix but rather a 

barometer of other problems on our farms and we should rise to the challenge of addressing those problems rather 

than purely focusing on lowering an arbitrary metric. 

If we want to increase our pre-weaning survivability but consistently deal with issues that never yield positive results, we 

should consider that: 

1)  We (as leaders) may be the problem.  Humility is critical as we lead our caregivers.  We must admit when we are 

wrong and develop a different strategy.  We need to adjust our expectations of our people and strive enthusiastically for 

clarity and simplicity in our guidance. 

2)  Our focus is wrong.  We place extreme significance on SOPs but details of our protocols are rarely the secret to 

success.  Principles of excellent pig care trump protocols.  The work that we do is important and we need to reflect that 

importance in our treatment of our caregivers.  As we develop protocols and train our people, we should consider the 

power of moments. 

3)  People will save pigs if we let them.  We model excellent pig care when we care for our people.  We must allow for 

growth by allowing for failures and show grace when that happens.   We can implement positive change by better 

understanding the elephant and rider theory of human behavior. 

By re-thinking our approach to piglet survival, we will enhance our production businesses and, more importantly, 

improve the culture of our farms while elevating our people and supporting animal well-being.  
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Influenza A viruses (IAV) are critical zoonotic pathogens and one of the most prevalent respiratory pathogens that cause 

substantial production losses in pigs. Although influenza vaccination is widely used in pigs to control the impact of the 

disease, IAV continues to evolve rapidly, resulting in the emergence of multiple H1 and H3 IAV lineages in pigs in the last 

20 years. The high diversity of IAVs found in pigs due in part to the ability of the virus to mutate and reassort, can result 

in novel variants with antigenic characteristics that facilitate virus escape from the host immunity posing a challenge for 

vaccine development. To our knowledge there are no studies that investigate how vaccination affects IAV mutation and 

reassortment simultaneously in pigs. Here, we performed IAV whole-genome sequencing directly on 28 bronchoalveolar 

lavage fluid (BALF) samples from pigs receiving distinct vaccination protocols including a) prime boost, b) single live 

attenuated influenza vaccine (LAIV), or c) no vaccine. After vaccination, pigs were challenged with an H1N1 and an H3N2 

virus simultaneously using a seeder pig model. Plaque assays to identify IAV reassortants in pigs were performed in 13 

BALF samples yielding a total of 202 IAV plaques recovered from 13 pigs. Approximately, 27% (54/202) of the plaques 

were identified as reassortants grouped in 16 distinct genotypes and 18 mixed genotypes. The prime-boost vaccination 

protocol significantly reduced the emergence of new reassortant viruses by reducing the duration of co-infection with 

the H1 and H3 subtypes. In contrast, vaccination did not appear to affect IAV HA diversity, evolutionary rates, and 

nucleotide polymorphisms in swine lower respiratory tracts. Even though there were abundant functional relevant 

amino acid changes in the H1 and H3 subtypes recovered from pigs regardless of vaccination statuses, none of the 

changes were associated with HA antigenic or receptor binding properties. Moreover, there was limited shared amino 

acid changes in H1N1 and H3N2 viruses in pigs from all three groups. Our study suggests that vaccination should be 

explored as a measure to mitigate the emergence of IAV reassortment in pigs. However, more research is needed to 

assess the impact of vaccination on the emergence of reassortant viruses under field conditions. 
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Influenza A virus (IAV) in pigs causes respiratory disease, which can result in decreased growth and increased 

susceptibility to secondary infections. Vaccination has been the main tool for controlling IAV infections in breeding herds 

but has not been sufficient to wean IAV negative pigs. A study that evaluated the impact of enhanced internal 

biosecurity measures on reducing the prevalence of IAV infected pigs at weaning showed a significant reduction in IAV 

infections, but it was not enough to reduce IAV prevalence at weaning. The objective of the present study was to 

evaluate the impact of combining sow vaccination and internal biosecurity practices to reduce the IAV prevalence at 

weaning.  

Six IAV positive breeding herds were selected for the study. Five farms were assigned to the treatment group, which 

consisted of implementing internal biosecurity protocols during the pre-weaning period including sow vaccination. The 

internal biosecurity measures consisted of not using cross-fostering after 3 days of life, not using nurse sows, changing 

of gloves before handling piglets and daily disinfection of tools used in farrowing rooms. One farm was assigned to be a 

control, and in this farm there was no changes in management practices. In order to monitor the IAV status of the pigs 

before and after the intervention protocols, 90 udder skin wipes were collected from lactating sows during 3 weeks prior 

to implementing the protocols and the sampling was repeated six weeks after having implemented the mass IAV 

vaccination. Samples were tested using an IAV rRT-PCR.  

Results obtained from 3 of the five farms in the treatment group indicated that the farms tested IAV negative in all 3 

sampling points post-intervention. One of the treatment farms had a significant decrease in IAV prevalence post 

intervention but IAV could still be detected in low levels in the last sampling event. Treatment in one farm did not 

change IAV prevalence at weaning. As expected, IAV status in the control farm was not altered.  

This study provides proof of concept on the use of a protocol that combines sow vaccination and enhanced internal 

biosecurity practices to wean IAV negative pigs. This protocol can serve as a guide to pork producers and veterinarians 

that have the goal of controlling, and potentially eliminating, IAV infections in their breeding herds. 
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Transmission of influenza A virus (IAV) between pigs and people represents a threat to both animal and public health. 

Farm workers in particular are an important population because they can be a source of human IAV to pigs contributing 

to the genetic diversity of influenza found in pigs, and they can become infected with IAV strains of swine origin, which 

can result in zoonotic infections of pandemic potential. Thus, we need information on interventions effective at reducing 

transmission risks at the farm worker/pig interface including how often IAV transmission happens between at the 

human/pig interface. 

As part of investigating the farm worker/pig interface, we evaluated the rate of IAV detection in swine farm workers 

prior to and after work during two human influenza seasons. Farm workers self-collected nasal swabs for a period of 8 

weeks, twice a week, before farm entry and at the end of the working day. Samples were tested by RT-PCR and we 

characterized the genetic sequences of IAV detected in the workers and the pigs. Workers also answered a short 

questionnaire at each sample collection to assess risk factors associated with IAV detection in the workers.   

Out of the 58 workers that conducted surveillance during a 8-week period of the 2017/18 and 2018/19 influenza 

seasons, 33 (57%) of workers tested positive by rRT-PCR in their nasal passages with 16 (27%) of the workers testing 

positive prior to reporting to work and 24 (41%), after work. At the sample level, 58 nasal swabs (3.2%) tested positive 

with 20 (2.2%) of them collected prior to work, and 38 (4.3%) after work. Although farm workers were more likely to test 

positive at the end of the working day (OR = 1.98, 95% CI 1.14-3.41), there were no specific influenza-like illness 

symptoms, or other risk factors that could be associated with IAV detection in the workers before or after reporting to 

work. Direct whole genome sequencing from the samples obtained from the nasal passages of the workers indicated 

evidence of infection of at least one worker when reporting to work. This worker was infected with a seasonal 2009 

pandemic of human origin. There was also evidence of exposure of several workers to a swine-origin IAV circulating in 

the pigs of the farm where they were employed since RNA sequenced from the nasal swabs of the workers matched that 

of the pigs.  

In summary, our study provides evidence of risk of IAV transmission between pigs and farm workers. Farm workers can 

report to work infected with pandemic H1N1 IAV and workers can become exposed to swine and carry swine origin IAV 

RNA in their nasal passages temporarily. Overall, our results emphasize the need to implement surveillance and 

biosecurity programs at the pig/human interface. 
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African swine fever (ASF) is considered the most impactful transboundary swine disease. In the absence of effective 

vaccines, control strategies are heavily dependent on mass depopulation and movement restrictions. Here we 

developed a nested multiscale model for the transmission of ASF, combining spatially explicit network model of animal 

movements with a deterministic compartmental model for the dynamics of two ASF strains within-pixels of 3 km x 3 km, 

amongst the pig population in one Brazilian state. The model outcomes are epidemic duration, number of secondary 

infected farms and pigs, and distance of ASF spread. The model also predicted the spatial distribution of ASF epidemics. 

We analyzed quarantine-based control interventions in the context of mortality trigger thresholds for the deployment of 

control strategies. 

The mean epidemic duration of a moderately virulent strain was 11.2 days assuming the first infection is detected (best-

case scenario) and 15.9 days when detection is triggered at 10% mortality. For a highly virulent strain, the epidemic 

duration was 6.5 days and 13.1 days, respectively. The distance from the source to infected locations and the spatial 

distribution was not dependent on strain virulence. Under the best-case scenario, we projected an average number of 

infected farms of 18.79 farms and 23.77 farms for the moderate and highly virulent strains, respectively. At 10% 

mortality-trigger, the predicted number of infected farms was on average 48.28 farms and 42.97 farms, respectively. We 

also demonstrated that the establishment of ring quarantine zones regardless of size (i.e., 5 km, 15 km) was 

outperformed by backward animal movement tracking. The proposed modeling framework provides an evaluation of 

ASF epidemic potential, providing a ranking of quarantine-based control strategies that could assist animal health 

authorities in planning the national preparedness and response plan. 
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Porcine epidemic diarrhea (PED) is a swine enteric viral disease first documented in the U.S. swine population in 

2013, at which time it sparked a major epidemic. Since then, PEDV has persisted in the U.S. breeding herd with low 

incidence during the post-epidemic period. Despite continued monitoring and surveillance, there is minimal research 

and understanding of the endemic phase of PEDV in the country. Our objective was to determine the post-epidemic 

spatial-temporal distribution of PED cases in the U.S. and identify associated factors of PED occurrence in U.S. 

breeding herds. We used data from 1100 breeding farms in 27 states, whose PED statuses were routinely reported 

to the Morrison Swine Health Monitoring Project (MSHMP) between July-2014 and June-2021. We stratified the data 

into six regions over which mixed-effects logistic regression analyses and spatial-temporal analyses were done. For 

the study period, a total of 625 outbreaks of PEDV were recorded on 373 farms. The total number of farms breaking 

per year reduced from 95 farms in 32 counties in 11 states between July-2014 and June-2015 to 53 farms in 28 

counties in 9 states between July-2020 and June-2021, indicating an overall decrease in occurrence and spatial 

extent of PEDV. Outbreaks were seasonal, with most outbreaks occurring during winter (January -March – p = 0.001, 

relative risk =2.2). However, in some regions, seasonal clusters started in December. Ten spatial-temporal clusters of 

PED cases (p < 0.05), spanning 2.5 km2 to 833.7 km2 and 1-5 months, were recorded in four regions. Nine of the 

clusters were observed between 2015 and 2019 in three regions and one in 2021 in one region. Farms in these 

clusters were from 16 systems. After controlling for the season, farm type, and year, the occurrence of PED cases on 

farms was associated with county-farm-density, with farms located in medium-density counties (0.013-0.031 

farms/km2) twice more likely to experience outbreaks than farms in low-density counties (< 0.013 farms/km2) (p < 

0.001). As such, farms in some regions were more likely to experience outbreaks than other regions, and the odds of 

PED outbreaks on farms decreased through the study period. The overall decline in PED cases over the years and the 

decrease in spatial extent likely reflects ongoing efforts employed by production systems to control PEDV during the 

post-epidemic period and presents an opportunity for concerted and coordinated efforts to eliminate the disease in 

the U.S. 
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The 2009 H1N1 pandemic (pdm09) lineage of influenza A viruses (IAVs) became endemic and replaced the pre-2009 

seasonal H1N1 in humans. Notably, the pdm09 lineage appears to have the capacity to easily cross interspecies barriers, 

causing incursions and IAV outbreaks in swine each year. These human-to-swine spillovers may reassort and drift within 

swine populations, creating IAV that represent a pandemic threat. To determine the role of interspecies transmission on 

the persistence and emergence of pdm09 lineage in swine, we collated human and swine pdm09 case counts for each 

season between 2011-12 and 2019-20. These data demonstrated a strong correlation between the number of human 

pdm09 and swine pdm09 detections. A comprehensive phylogenetic analysis of data from this time period 

demonstrated that most swine pdm09 were the result of human-to-swine spillovers that occurred in the same flu 

season as the swine detection, suggesting that human pdm09 burden and transmission ‘fuels’ the transmission of 

pdm09 in pigs. However, the 2020-21 season did not follow this pattern. Despite the relative absence of IAV circulation 

in humans, we detected substantial numbers of pdm09 in swine. For the 2020-21 season, we found that the vast 

majority of pdm09 detections in swine originated from prior 2019-20 season human-to-swine spillovers that had 

persisted in swine populations. Additionally, we identified 5 pdm09 detections in humans in 2020-21 that were likely 

associated with swine-to-human IAV transmission of the onward circulating pdm09 in pigs. This unique dynamic 

suggests that 2019-20 pdm09 viruses obtained novel properties compared to 2017-18 or 2018-19 flu seasons, thus 

causing more frequent and sustained pdm09 outbreaks in the US swine population; and these viruses could also 

represent a pandemic threat.  
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Porcine Reproductive and Respiratory Syndrome (PRRS) and Porcine Epidemic Diarrhea Virus (PEDv), two viruses causing 

widespread domestic disease in swine, have resulted in major economic losses to the U.S. swine industry.  In response, 

Wisconsin swine industry leaders collaborated with the Wisconsin Division of Animal Health to develop methods to 

mitigate the transmission of these diseases. These industry-driven discussions culminated in the development of new 

rules which became effective in February 2018.  The rules restrict the movement of swine from herds testing positive for 

PRRS or PEDv.  Unless swine are moving directly to slaughter or to a single terminal show, swine owners must test their 

herds for these diseases within 90 days prior to movement.  If test results are negative, swine from the herds may move 

unrestricted.  If positive, they may not move without an approved herd plan developed by an accredited veterinarian on 

behalf of the swine owner.   

The goal of the herd plan is to bring the herd to negative from both diseases and limit the spread of the diseases.  The 

herd plan should establish testing protocols relating to PRRS, PEDv, or both, establish notification requirements of at risk 

farms and potential buyers, and establish biosecurity requirements.   

Imported pigs are required to come from herds that have tested negative for PRRS and PEDv within 90 days before 

import and show no clinical signs of these diseases.  If negative test results are not available, the pigs may be granted a 

permit to enter Wisconsin, but they are placed under quarantine until they test negative for PRRS and PEDv or are 

represented by a herd plan which must be approved by the Wisconsin Division of Animal Health.  

The intent of these industry-driven rules is to limit the negative effects of PRRS and PEDv on the swine industry by 

encouraging producers to purchase pigs from negative herds and bring positive herds to a negative status, thus limiting 

movement and disease spread from positive pigs.  The herd plans emphasize the importance of implementing sound 

biosecurity principles to mitigate disease transmission risks. 

The rule's effects on these diseases in Wisconsin are difficult to interpret. The actual prevalence of PRRS positive pigs 

and PRRS positive premises cannot be determined because the numbers of pigs or premises involved in sampling are not 

reported. The rule does not distinguish between wild type and vaccine-induced positive test results. From 2018-2020, 

the number of PRRS tests run on WI pigs has increased, but less than 2.0 % total positive PRRS tests were reported each 

year. There has been a decrease in the number of annual quarantines issued related to the rule. 

The Wisconsin swine industry has benefited from the rule. Many more people are aware of PRRS (and PEDv) since the 

rule was adopted. Show organizers, veterinarians, and swine owners are forced to consider biosecurity when organizing 

shows and writing herd plans. Biosecurity principles are relevant to other species and major emergent diseases such as 

African swine fever and this benefit cannot be overemphasized.    
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Mycoplasma hyopneumoniae causes chronic respiratory disease in swine and impacts herds worldwide. To control M. 

hyopneumoniae, gilt acclimation has become a common practice in the United States. One method for gilt acclimation 

utilizes herd-specific lung homogenate. However, the preparation and handling of lung homogenate has been minimally 

evaluated. The aim of this study was to evaluate the capability of M. hyopneumoniae in lung homogenate prepared in 

various dilution solutions and storage conditions to induce disease in gilts. Lungs were obtained from two M. 

hyopneumoniae-positive donors. For each donor lung, two preparations were created including a 70:30 tissue:Friis 

medium/saline dilution. Four dilution aliquots were created and stored in different conditions: 1) Fresh at 25ºC, 2) 1 

week frozen at -20ºC, 3) 1 month frozen at -20ºC and 4) 6 months frozen at -20ºC. There were four challenge groups 

based on the length of storage, with eight gilts each resulting in 32 challenged gilts total. For each challenge group, two 

gilts were randomly assigned a treatment of either lung homogenate prepared with saline or medium from donor pig 

one or two, resulting in four gilts for both saline and medium. Before inoculation, the homogenate was further diluted 

with medium or saline at a 1:10 ratio and was filtered. Gilts were intra-tracheally inoculated with 10 mL of lung 

homogenate. For all challenge groups, deep tracheal catheters (DTC) and sera were collected at the start of the trial and 

four weeks post-inoculation. At necropsy, lung lesions were evaluated and a bronchial swab (BS) was collected. For this 

study, a viable lung homogenate was defined as capable of causing M. hyopneumoniae infection in a single gilt. Infection 

was determined if a M. hyopneumoniae positive PCR result was obtained from a DTC or BS sample. All gilts were 

negative to M. hyopneumoniae prior to inoculation. Gilts in all experimental groups were positive to M. hyopneumoniae 

at the end of the experiment, regardless of the length of time the lung homogenate was stored and whether the dilution 

was performed with saline solution or Friis medium. Overall, 31 of the 32 gilts in the study were detected infected with 

M. hyopneumoniae after exposure. Histopathological lesions compatible with M. hyopneumoniae infection were 

observed in all gilts. Lastly, the capability of the lung homogenate to induce disease appeared to be slightly lower after 

six months of storage, compared to fresh homogenate. 
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Introduction  
With the presence of African Swine Fever (ASF) in Asia and Europe, and having been most recently diagnosed in the 

Caribbean, it is important that the United States swine industry take steps to help protect the herds from ASF. Were 

there to be an intrusion of ASF into the United States, we need to understand how to manage production practices and 

to mitigate the risk of disease introduction for all aspects of the swine industry, including boar studs. Therefore, the 

Secure Food System (SFS) team at the University of Minnesota (UMN) is currently conducting a proactive risk 

assessment (RA) that systemically evaluates the potential risk of liquid, cooled semen movements from a boar stud in a 

control area during an African Swine Fever (ASF) outbreak. Additionally, the RA allows us to help determine different 

mitigations to decrease this potential risk. The information for the boar stud management practices and possible 

mitigations were provided to the UMN SFS team by a group of regulatory officials, industry professionals, academicians, 

and boar stud subject matter experts that helped form the Working Group (WG) for this RA. 

Methods 
The information regarding boar stud management practices and possible mitigations were collected in our regularly 

scheduled meetings with the WG. The management practice areas included: 

- People 
- Incoming boars 
- Mortality and cull boar management 
- Fomites 
- Feed and water 
- Geographic and Aerosol Transmission 
- Biological Materials 
- Insects and arthropods 
- Wild and peri-domestic animals 
 
Results 
The information given provided a map of pathways for ASF entry and, for each pathway, details on the management 

practices that can be adjusted and changed to help mitigate the risk of ASF introduction into the boar stud. Some 

mitigation measures are already being done, such as all-in, all-out movement procedures of the boars moved in and out 

of isolation. Others, such as boar stud employees delivering semen directly to the sow farm, would need to be changed, 

or even stopped completely, in an event of an ASF outbreak. Finally, there are management practices whose mitigation 

efforts might be impossible, such as ASF vaccines, or unknown efforts, such as truck washing in cold temperatures. 

Conclusion 
Conducting an RA to determine risk and mitigation processes is just the first step in decreasing risk of ASF introduction. 

Through this RA, we will be able to estimate the risk of ASF introduction, were an outbreak to occur, how mitigations in 

place could reduce this overall risk, and what necessary additional information may be needed in the future. It is also 

our intention to further expand this work to sow farms and growing pig sites to provide the best protection to the 

broader U.S. swine industry.  
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African Swine Fever, a disease that we are all familiar with. However, it is a disease that very few of us have any 

experience with. Before ASF was confirmed in the Dominican Republic, Pipestone, SDSU, and the USDA had plans to 

start a ASF surveillance program. This surveillance program is being put in place to test for ASF in sudden deaths and 

animals with septicemia, common signs in ASF positive animals. Because the goal for this protocol is to be done on farm, 

by farm employees, training videos were needed on proper sampling technique. My role was to film and demonstrate 

the proper method for sampling for ASF on farm. During this project I learned a lot about ASF including, pathogenic 

features of the virus, how ASF would affect the economy, preparation plans, and more. I gained hands on experience in 

sampling and submitting samples for diagnostics. I learned a lot about what goes into teaching and training on farm 

staff. My goal is to translate these videos in Spanish as well. I find that my submission is very timely as African Swine 

Fever is a huge concern and has been majorly impacting the pork markets in the recent years. If rewarded a 

presentation, I would detail what I have learned about African Swine Fever and highlight how this experience will help 

me in the future as a swine veterinarian. As a vet in population medicine, my goals will include improving the farms of 

my clients. Because of the large number of swine producers and farm sites, it is impossible for a veterinarian to collect 

all of the diagnostic samples they need. Training farm staff on proper sampling and teaching them background 

information will be a large responsibility in my future career. I believe this will be a skill that I will use for the rest of my 

career. I will be sharing one of my prepared videos with the email that is listed below. My video is too large to share via 

email and through this application. 
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With its high mutation rate and contagiousness, Porcine reproductive and respiratory syndrome virus (PRRSV) has 

widely spread, persisted, and diverged into countless variants for several decades in the U.S. The virus variation not only 

benefits its adaptation against threats such as host immunity but also clues us to the relationship amongst causative 

variants of different cases or outbreaks. Historically, if pig farms have shared restriction fragment length polymorphisms 

(RFLP) type, lineage, sub-lineage, or high genetic similarity of PRRSV ORF5 gene, we presume that such farms somehow 

transmitted or interchanged the virus to each other in the past. Here, we propose novel approaches that can depict a 

clearer transmission path of PRRSV between farms. First, we built a timed-scale phylogenetic tree of closely related 

ORF5 sequences (n=96, > 98% genetic similarity) submitted from farms (n=72) in a swine-dense region between 2014-

2017. The timed tree analysis basically uses the virus genetic relationship and sampling date to estimate which group of 

viruses shared the same common ancestor and at which time point they diverged from the ancestor. Second, the timed 

tree was then transformed into an animal-level transmission network using a stochastic epidemiological model. This 

network infers who infected whom amongst sampled cases and how many unsampled animals mediated the infection 

chain. Third, we ascertained animal movement events of which time and places match with inferred infection events 

from the network. The number of animals mediating the infection chain that matched direct movement between farms 

existed was accounted as the infection chain length for farm-to-farm transmission. All inferred events that have animals 

less than median of that chain length were a candidate for farm-level transmission network reconstruction. The resulting 

network shows that an infected farm could transmit PRRSV to the median of one farm and up to five farms within one 

year (median R = 1, maximum R = 5, IQR = 1-2). The maximum farm-to-farm transmission range was over 100 km, while 

only 14% of the inferred events have the corresponding movement record. Direction of the transmission could be 

toward or against the pig production flow. In summary, this study demonstrates that virus genetic and animal 

movement data can be utilized to assess in-depth epidemiological profile of regional PRRSV spread. Our approaches will 

help improve any disease investigation that farm-to-farm transmission tracking is needed. 
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Introduction: Movement on swine farms that involve transportation have proven to be a high biosecurity risk for 

carrying disease. Truck washes are instrumental in reducing the spread of contamination from vehicles between farms. 

Trucks and trailers that haul pigs or supplies in and out of farms are washed, disinfected, and baked to ensure 

cleanliness and limit disease transfer. In this study, Glo Germ was applied to areas on the designated dirty side of the 

truck wash. Later the same day the clean trucks and trailers that entered the wash that day were inspected at dark with 

an ultraviolet (UVA) light to detect the presence of Glo Germ.  

Objective: To use Glo Germ fluorescence to determine areas of potential disease spread at an internal truck wash.  

Materials and Methods: Glo Germ oil, lotion, and powder was administered to the same areas at three internal truck 

washes. The Glo Germ was applied prior to employees entering the site and washes beginning for the day. Glo Germ was 

applied in multiple areas such as: in front of the wash bays, on the bottom of power washer’s and employees boots, on 

power washer handles, hoses, vacuums, door knobs, and beneath the office desks. Presence of Glo Germ within clean 

trucks and trailers that were washed and dried that day were evaluated later that night with a UVA light. A systematic 

approach was taken to evaluate the same areas within each truck cab and trailer.  

Results: In total 44 clean trucks and 46 clean trailers were inspected. The driver’s side floor of 34 trucks (86.38%) 

contained Glo Germ. Glo Germ was also detected on the driver’s side step of 17 trucks (38.64%), the steering wheel of 

13 trucks (29.55%), and on the driver’s inside handle, radio and temperature dials, and on the passenger’s seat of 10 

trucks (22.72%). 8 trucks (18.18%) contained Glo Germ on the keys. Glo Germ was detected on the rubber boots for 

drivers in 12 trailers (26.09%) and on 4 trailer door handles (8.7%). No Glo Germ was detected inside the trailers. Glo 

Germ was detected inside the clean coverall supply room and on the clean coveralls for drivers at 2 of the 3 truck 

washes.  

Discussion: Glo Germ could be expected to be found in specific areas due to the current protocols. These results can aid 

in evaluating and considering possible interventions to help minimize the risk of potential disease spread across the dirty 

to clean line within a truck wash facility. Follow up studies to evaluate these possible interventions would be necessary. 
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Good gilt replacement management from birth through final selection is often overlooked as a critical driver of sow 

lifetime productivity (SLP) and must address the following issues: 

Low individual birth weight (<1 kg) - A low birth weight is a major risk for increased pre-weaning mortality, poor growth 

from birth and lower retention until final selection. If selected and bred, a low birth weight limits SLP. Action: Non-

selection of low birth weight gilts at processing.  

Low sow birth weight phenotype - Carries the same risks described above but with low birth weight as a repeatable 

“litter” trait. Many <1 kg progeny come from nucleus sows with a repeatable low birth weight phenotype and these 

sows produce few replacement gilts. Action: Efficiency of gilt replacement programs will be improved by early culling of 

the 10-13% of sows with a low birth weight phenotype. 

Early responses to effective boar stimuli is a critical selection tool - An early pubertal response (a measure of sexual 

precocity) is linked to better SLP and controls weight of gilts bred at 2nd estrus.  Action: Accept that an efficient BEAR 

system is a key component of a gilt selection program. 

Direct vs fence-line contact with mature boars – Direct contact with boars is more efficient in triggering puberty and 

allows gilt the freedom to “solicit” the boars. Action: Design efficient BEAR systems that maximize exposure to the “boar 

effect”. 

Heavy weights at breeding are a major risk factor for retention in the breeding herd. The medium to high growth rates of 

contemporary gilt on adlib feeding regimes, linked to extended entry-to-service intervals, are a major cause of gilts 

being bred overweight (>160 kg), resulting in poor retention and early deaths. Action: Weight at breeding must be 

controlled by limiting the entry-to-breeding interval. 

A recorded pubertal estrus by 200 days of age is critical – This allows gilts to be bred at second estrus and at acceptable 

target weights. Action: Implementing an efficient (30 day) puberty induction program at ~170 days is critical for 

controlling the weight of gilts bred at 2nd estrus. 

An established Heat-No-Serve program permits effective pre-breeding management - Proper gilt acclimation and a 

positive metabolic state in the pre-breeding period optimizes first litter performance. Action: Gilts should be acclimated 

to stalls or and gestation housing at least 16 d prior to breeding. 

First litter size is predictive of later lifetime performance - Implementing effective gilt management programs from birth 

to improve first parity litter size will have lasting effects on lifetime production. Action: An integrated gilt replacement 

strategy is critical to the success of the breeding herd.  

Trained staff – The success of a good gilt replacement program depends on adequate numbers of skilled staff. Action: 

Allocate adequate labor to the GDU and ensure proper training of team members. 

Records and analysis - GDU-derived data can be used to make data-driven decisions that will positively affect overall 

herd performance. Action: Collect and analyze the GDU data. 
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Since first reported in the US in 2014, the Porcine Deltacoronavirus (PDCoV) became a recognized enteric pathogenic 

cause of diarrhea in suckling pigs. Breeding herd cases of PDCoV have been increasing in the past years raising 

concern to the industry. Even though some epidemiological research has been done when the disease was first 

reported (2014-2015), there is a lack of understanding of the spatiotemporal patterns at the regional level since 

then, the factors associated with incidence over time, and the capacity of monitoring this non-reportable disease. In 

this study, we performed a formal epidemiological assessment of PDCoV occurrence and spread dynamics between 

2015 and 2021 in the Midwest and Southeast regions of the country. These regions are where the highest US swine 

density is located, and where the majority of the Morrison Swine Health Monitor Project (MSHMP) participating 

farms operate. We utilized location and outbreak dates to describe and analyze the spatiotemporal trend of PDCoV  

from reports of more than 1300 farms from 38 systems. We assessed for global (Cuzick-and-Edwards, directionality 

test, and Knox test), and local (permutation model of spatial scan statistics) spatial and spatiotemporal clustering of 

MSHMP-reported PDCoV cases between January 2015 and July 2021. There was a total of 163 cases reported in 15 

states, with the majority of them (70%) reported in the last couple of years (2019-2021), and over winter time 

(93/163), when risk was 3.43 times higher (95%CI: 2.07 – 5.67) related to the lowest incidence season (summer). A 

strong (p-value <0.01) spatio-temporal clustering was detected in the study area, with an increased risk (1.5 times) 

of disease at <5 km distances of farms infected within 35 days. Three significant (P-value<0.05) clusters were 

observed in different regions in 2020, and one in the northwest of the Midwest area during the last semester of 

2015. However, when adjusting by the system only one cluster (P-value<0.05) was observed between March and 

May 2020. Results obtained here highlight a steady increase in cases over the years. The areas and periods of 

disease aggregation suggest that local transmission from infected to susceptible neighboring farms is happening and 

likely serving as sources of virus maintaining the disease in the area. Results here show that PDCoV whole-system 

monitoring is still important, and controls measures need to be strengthened to limit the spread and impact of the 

disease. 
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Infections induced by Mycoplasma hyopneumoniae (M. hyopneumoniae), are by far the most important bacterial 

respiratory diseases in pigs worldwide. Mycoplasma infections are highly prevalent, endemic, chronic in nature, and they 

contribute to the development of enzootic pneumonia (EP) and the porcine respiratory disease complex (PRDC), causing 

a significant burden to pigs, decrease in pig production and requiring the use of antimicrobials.  Historically, Mycoplasma 

infections were assumed to be part of pig production and dealing with them using various forms of control was widely 

accepted. A couple of places in Europe, countries with small size farms and herds, had pointed at the possibility of 

eliminating the pathogen and not dealing with the disease caused by M. hyopneumoniae. However, the methods to 

achieve elimination did not appear to be applicable on a large scale. Nevertheless, research into the epidemiology of M. 

hyopneumoniae in the field has opened up new opportunities, and big strides have been made towards total 

Mycoplasma control.  

Adapting M. hyopneumoniae elimination strategies to large farms has taken a combination science based information, 

specifically designed approaches, and leaps of faith. The finding that M. hyopneumoniae infected pigs eventually stop 

shedding and harboring the pathogen, which translates into lack transmission of the bacterium, has been of significant 

importance to start elimination efforts. Later on, strategies to set entire herds at a single infection point have proven 

difficult but doable, and much has been learned in the process. Swine practitioners have merged concepts of disease 

control applied to other agents, such as herd closure, with Mycoplasma specific information, and have developed 

strategies that can be successfully used on farms. The process has not been easy or rapid, and trial and error has been 

evident in this area. However, results have been fruitful in many cases, Mycoplasma elimination efforts are being 

applied, and success stories are shared. It is important to note that non-successful events also allow us to go back and 

dissect those exercises, in order to gain information to fine tune future elimination attempts.  

One thing that is clear from all that has been learned from Mycoplasma elimination programs in large herds, is that total 

elimination can be successfully achieved at the farm level, even if not with ease. Nevertheless, swine practitioners  have 

not stopped there and have taken elimination efforts to the production systems. Moreover, multi-system initiatives for 

Mycoplasma elimination are underway. Thus, “where do we go from here?” is a question that has several answers and 

applies to all of us, who in one way or another can contribute to concerted activities for Mycoplasma elimination. 

Therefore, it is necessary to share information on what works and what does not, which is crucial to avoid repeating 

errors. To work together with others when proximity or flow can be an advantage and/or a limitation, is key. To keep 

research going to simplify methods is a must. Large-scale Mycoplasma elimination is a reality, a challenge, and an 

opportunity for the North American swine industry, and that is where we should go next.   
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Introduction 
Senecavirus A (SVA) has recently emerged as an important viral agent in the swine industry. It is the causative agent of a 

vesicular disease—clinically indistinguishable from foot-and-mouth disease—with occasional high increase in neonatal 

mortality due to diarrhea. Two observational studies have been conducted in order to understand 1) the level of 

exposure to the virus within the U.S. swine industry and the associated factors with SVA exposure, and 2) characterize 

the virus dynamics in breeding herds after the outbreak. 

Methods 
For the first project, between 2018 and 2019, 98 breeding and 95 grow-finishing farms were selected for sera sample 

collection and answering a farm characteristics survey. SVA seropositivity was determined by an indirect 

immunofluorescence assay and the risk factors associated with SVA seropositivity were assessed using logistic regression 

analysis. The second project was conducted between 2020 and 2021 where a cohort of 10 sow farms had weekly or bi-

weekly processing fluids (PF) collected and rRT-PCR tested for SVA in order to estimate the time-for-negative PF after 

SVA outbreak detection. Samples from heat-check boars were also collected to investigate their possible role in disease 

persistence. Samples from both studies were tested at the University of Minnesota Veterinary Diagnostic Laboratory. 

Results 
The proportion of seropositive sow herds was 17.3% (17 out of 98 farms), while the proportion of seropositive 

growing-pig herds was 7.4% (7 out of 95 farms). Breeding herds had 2.64 (95%CI – 1.04, 6.69) times higher odds of 

SVA seropositivity when compared with growing-pig herds, X² (1, N=193) = 4.411, p = .035. Farm characteristics in 

breeding farms such as having a high level of biosecurity practices and rendering were significantly associated with 

the outcome of SVA seropositivity after multivariable logistic regression analysis. Breeding herds with higher 

biosecurity had 0.2 times lower odds of seropositivity (95%CI – 0.1, 0.99; p=0.049) while rendering resulted in 9.2 

times higher odds of seropositivity (95%CI – 2.5, 33.7; p<.001) when compared to other carcass disposal methods. 

Due to the low number of cases among growing-pig herds, assessment of risk factors through multivariable logistic 

analysis was not possible. On the second project, the average number of PF SVA-positive weeks after an outbreak 

was 11.8. The number of consecutive negative weeks between positive results ranged from 1 to 10 weeks among all 

farms. Surprisingly, a heat-check boar had SVA positive tonsils and testicles 22 weeks after outbreak detection.  

Conclusions 
SVA appears to be present in a rather low prevalence among U.S. swine herds. More studies should be directed towards 

understanding how rendering is involved in pathogen dissemination since it has also been identified as a potential risk 

factor to porcine reproductive and respiratory disease and porcine epidemic diarrhea. Moreover, caution should be 

taken if the weaning of consistently SVA negative piglets is desired as the number of consecutive negative weeks needed 

to consider the sow farm as SVA-stable requires more investigation. The possibility of a persistent infection state in 

boars should also be further evaluated, as well as their role in SVA persistence in breeding herds. 
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African swine fever (ASF) is currently the biggest threat to the global swine industry. The disease affects four continents 

and more than 50 countries with high mortality in wild boars and pigs. The ASF virus progress continues unstoppable 

since 2007, the year in which left the African continent for the third time. Undoubtedly, this last outing has been the 

most serious in the history of this disease described in 1921 in Africa by Mongomery. 

The situation has worsened considerably in the Asian Continent and in particular in China, until now the main pig 

producing country. The use of illegal vaccines, elaborated by deletion of genes linked to the virulence of the ASF virus, 

are causing new clinical forms of the disease, more attenuated isolates with different symptoms and lesions creating 

greater difficulties for its early detection, both clinically and in the laboratory. This new situation, far from improving the 

control of the disease, is increasing the number of positive animals and contaminated meat and food products that 

represent a huge risk for the Asian continent and for the rest of the world free of ASF. 

In this work, a review of the current situation of the disease in Asia is made, as well as the risk for other areas, free of 

ASF, is analyzed in order to review whether or not we will be prepared to be able to stop these new forms less virulent  

and keep our territories free from ASF.  

The question we will ask ourselves is: Are we ready for this new forms of ASF? What can we do? 
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Type A Influenza viruses of swine (IAV-S) have a tendency to become endemic within modern swine herds. Circulation of 

the virus most frequently are in 2 locations within a modern sow farm – the gilt developer and in piglets 10-21 days of 

age. The combination of homologous vaccination against farm specific strains, air filtration, extended quarantine for 

newly placed gilts, and internal personnel biosecurity were tools utilized to develop an IAV-S reduction/elimination 

protocol.  

Briefly, farms that were air filtered with hotel style gilt developer units in our system were selected as candidate farms. 

Isowean gilts were on a 5 week delivery schedule and were entered into rooms that could be quarantined for 65 days. 

Gilts groups were vaccinated 7 and 28 days post-weaning with a multiplier specific IAV-S vaccine continually during the 

winter of 2020-2021. The sow herds were mass vaccinated with a homologous IAV-S vaccine twice 30 days apart. At the 

completion of the second dose of vaccine to the whole herd, farrowing house personnel were segregated into 3 groups 

– front end (assisted farrowing and in-room cross fostering) until processing (3-5 days of age), processers (worked with 

piglets from processing until 10 days of age) and late rooms (worked with piglets from day 10 until weaning). Farrowing 

house personnel were allowed to work youngest to oldest, but if they needed to return to a younger room, a change of 

clothes, gloves, and hand washing was required. Minimal cross fostering was allowed during this period. 10 farms 

completed this protocol and based on bi-weekly sampling, 9 of 10 farms were able to make their endemic IAV-S 

undetectable in weaned piglets within 8 weeks after the second whole herd mass vaccination. 
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During the lactation period, the foundation is laid for post-weaning reproductive performance, i.e. the weaning-to-

oestrus interval, farrowing rate and litter size, and -shown more recently-  the quality of the subsequent litter, in terms 

of birth weight and birth weight variation. These parameters are influenced by differences in suckling intensity and 

energy balance during lactation, which create differences in the release of pituitary gonadotrophic hormones LH and 

FSH and the metabolic hormones and metabolites (e.g. IGF-1) which consequently affect follicle development during and 

after lactation. 

Young sows are particularly susceptible to a reduced reproductive performance after lactation as they have a low feed 

intake capacity and a high demand for milk production. As a result, sows will mobilise substantial body reserves, which 

impacts  subsequent reproductive performance. 

Over time, sow genetics has changed  and specifically the continuous selection for larger litter size and for more lean 

sows with lower fat mass may further impair postweaning fertility of young sows.  In  this presentation, results from a 

recent PhD study at Wageningen University (Costermans, 2020) will be highlighted. In one of her studies, first parity 

TopigsNorsvin sows were either fullfed (6.5 kg) or feed restricted (3.25 kg) during the last 2 weeks of a 24 day lactation 

period. Feed restriction resulted in a  higher body weight loss and in loin muscle loss, but in a similar backfat loss during 

lactation and the sows also had lower plasma insulin-like growth factor (IGF1) levels and higher plasma creatinine levels 

in the last week of lactation. The sows were sacrificed  at 2 days after weaning to retrieve the ovaries. In the restricted 

sows, the follicles in the presumptive ovulatory pool were smaller, with lower steroid levels, and the oocytes from these 

follicles were less competent, as shown by a lower degree of cumulus expansion of the cumulus-oocyte-complexes 

(COC) during in vitro maturation, a lower fertilisation rate after subsequent in vitro fertilisation, and higher rates of 

polyspermy (Costermans et al., 2019, DOI: 10.1093/biolre/ioz175). 

Several metabolic and follicular changes were related. For example, in the fullfed sows, a higher backfat loss and loin 

muscle loss were related with a smaller follicle size. In both groups, plasma IGF1 levels at 2 days after weaning were 

positively related with follicular fluid IGF1 levels and were both positively related with the cumulus expansion during in 

vitro maturation.  

These findings show that  body condition losses during lactation impairs follicular development and oocyte competence 

just after weaning which likely impacts  post-weaning fertility in these modern lean sows. It remains therefore important 

to search for ways to increase body condition at farrowing, increase feed intake during lactation or improve the dietary 

composition (i.e. IGF1 stimulation) during lactation. 
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Title: Diagnostic approaches towards the end of Mycoplasma elimination projects 
 
Respiratory diseases are a key health concern in most pork production areas of the world. Mycoplasma hyopneumoniae 

is considered the most important respiratory bacterial agent affecting pigs in the US swine industry, with losses mainly 

due to decreased growth, increased feed conversion ratios, and increased use of antibiotic treatments.  

Partial control of M. hyopneumoniae can only be attained in swine populations without the use of eradication programs. 

To achieve a M. hyopneumoniae negative status, herds may undergo eradication, for which diagnostics are necessary to 

confirm success or identify the need for additional measures. Accurate detection of M. hyopneumoniae infection in live 

pigs is necessary for these diagnostic strategies. However, the imperfect sensitivity of diagnostic tools in live pigs, 

change in sensitivity over the course of infection, and expected low prevalence level at the end of an eradication 

program create a difficult diagnostic scenario. For these reasons, diagnostic strategies have not been routinely applied 

prior to entry of naïve replacement gilts, increasing the risk of eradication program failure. 

Recently, individual and pool sensitivities for detection of M. hyopneumoniae during the chronic phase of infection were 

determined using deep tracheal catheter samples, the in vivo sample type with the highest reported diagnostic 

sensitivity. These sensitivity estimates were applied for detection of M. hyopneumoniae in a low prevalence scenario, to 

estimate sample sizes with associated sample collection costs. For instance, following completion of a herd eradication 

program, if a low risk approach is targeted, sample size estimates for ≥2% prevalence using the lower limit of the 

diagnostic or pool sensitivity 95%CI may be followed. Additional assumptions included a ≥95% population sensitivity, 

infinite population size, and 100% specificity. If samples were to be tested individually, 167 individuals would be 

sampled at a cost of $6,012. If pooled by 3, 213 would be sampled (testing cost $3,266), and for pools of 5, 220 

individuals would be sampled (testing cost $2,464). Sanitary sample collection measures should be followed, with 

attention to cleaning of equipment between samples and careful handling of catheters, to avoid false positives due to 

environmental or cross-contamination. 

These sampling strategies have been applied to eradication programs over multiple sow farms and production systems 

to determine the success of eradication programs and naïve replacement gilt entry timing. In the event where M. 

hyopneumoniae is detected, decision makers are equipped with evidence to extend the length of herd closures, apply 

additional medications, etc. 

The post-eradication sample collection scheme, combined with pooling, provided guidance, and suggested lower cost 

options than individual sampling for testing to be applied at the end of an eradication program, prior to entry of naïve 

replacement gilts. This information has aided veterinarians and producers to provide certainty and make better-

informed decisions when measuring the success, identifying the need for interventions, and preparing for future 

eradication programs. 
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The current trends in the spread of highly devastating OIE-listed animal diseases call for improved preparedness and 

assessment of disease control measures. During an outbreak, stakeholders often need to make risk-based decisions that 

ensure business continuity while also reducing the chance of spreading the pathogen. Such decisions are often based on 

proactive assessments centered on disease transmission data. Such data can be obtained from natural environments 

e.g. from field outbreaks or from purposefully designed laboratory experiments. In this talk, we make a case for the use 

of field data as a better approximation of real life situations than experimental data when making risk-based decisions. 

Outbreaks in nature include unquantifiable variations in host responses, environmental settings and human behaviors 

which are not replicated in controlled settings. We argue the case in line with logistical constraints, feasibility, 

practicality, as well as the reliability of epidemiological data obtained from natural environments as opposed to that of 

controlled studies. 
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Introduction 
Because foreign animal diseases such as African swine fever or foot-and-mouth disease can easily spread between swine 

premises via fomites such as vehicles, equipment, and personnel, understanding the actions of the key players involved 

in the movement of pigs between farms is essential. In the United States (US) swine industry, while on-farm disease 

mitigation protocols and avenues for communication to on-farm personnel and management staff are well understood, 

the actions, practices, and communication avenues of truck drivers who are responsible for moving loads of pigs 

between farms and processing plants are not well explored. The aim of this study is to identify the best means for the 

swine industry to communicate disease-pertinent information to the allied trucking industry as well as to identify trends 

of trucker actions and practices and their potential impact the spread of a foreign animal diseases. 

Methods 
An online survey was administered by three US swine processing companies to their contracted truck drivers via email. 

The survey asked participants to answer a total of 44 questions related to how they prefer to receive information from 

the greater swine industry, workload and hauling schedule, truck (i.e. trailer and cab) washing practices, and actions 

performed at farms and processing plants.  

Results   
The majority of drivers cited pork producers, packers, employers, and (to lesser extent) fellow truckers for pork industry-

related information. Drivers reported texting, followed by phone and email, as the primary ways they received 

information. The largest proportion of participants delivered between 6 to 10 of market hogs per week (37/80) with the 

majority of drivers picking up at 5 to 7 farms per week (60/79). Most drivers reported delivering to 2 or more processing 

plants per week (63/80) and with some truckers delivering for 2 or more swine companies (43/80). Additionally, almost 

all drivers reported getting out to help load pigs on the farm (77/78) and to help unload pigs at the processing plant 

(77/77). The typical vehicle cleaning and disinfecting procedure practiced included washing truck trailers between each 

load (74/80) at public or private truck washes and cleaning the cab of the truck either once a day (28/78) or once a week 

(39/78). Participants reported larger variability among PPE usage on farm and at plants. 

Discussion 
While email, text, and phone call were the most popular communication preferences, using a multi-prong approach may 

be necessary to reach the entire trucking workforce. And while most drivers received information from certain 

audiences, messaging produced by swine interest groups and state agencies is important to inform those who will 

directly inform drivers. Based on the workload of truck drivers, in the event of a foreign animal disease outbreak, disease 

spread may be possible between multiple farms, plants, and swine company systems if no mitigation occurs. Truck and 

driver biosecurity exists to a large degree, especially trailer cleaning and disinfection, however, areas of concern include 

driver participation in loading and unloading animals, especially when coupled with variable driver PPE usage. 
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Title: Tracking an outbreak strain of Streptococcus suis within a production system 
 
Streptococcus suis is an endemic bacterium in pigs throughout the world and, depending on the strain, may be a 

commensal, or non-pathogenic, strain or may cause disease, such as septicemia, arthritis, and meningitis. This 

presentation will highlight the clinical impact of a virulent sequence type 1 (ST1) Streptococcus suis strain as it spread 

within a system of farms. It will also detail an exploration into the reliability and utility of collection and culture of brain 

swabs from clinically-affected piglets for diagnostic purposes. The results of the genetic analysis of whole genome 

sequences from bacterial isolates obtained from the affected piglets of several farms over time will also be discussed. 
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In 2019, the Swine Health Information Center (SHIC), with active support from the National Pork Producers Council, 

received a grant from USDA’s Foreign Agricultural Service to help Vietnamese response and recovery from the ASF 

epidemic as well as help US pork producers learn lessons about ASF epidemiology and management. Projects are 

completed and active. Updates on results and progress will be presented. 

Two ELISA-based projects include evaluating the performance of ASF serum and/or oral fluid ELISAs for use in the 

surveillance and monitoring on commercial farms in Vietnam. 

A project with rodents studied if ASF virus can be detected in, or on, rats on farms with ASF outbreaks, and if so, which 

tissues are the best to sample.  

A project that determined the optimal baking time and temperature required to completely inactivate ASF on aluminum 

surfaces, simulated the sanitation protocols currently used to disinfect animal trailers. 

Using the outbreak survey of SHIC’s Rapid Response Program, a project is trying to identify likely pathways of ASF entry 

onto farms as well as test an electronic format for completing the outbreak investigation forms. Another related project 

on pathways of entry will model the risk of ASF introduction into boar studs and its subsequent spread through semen 

movement and insemination. 

A composting project funded by the National Pork Board will assess the effectiveness of the swine carcass composting 

process to inactivate the ASF virus and using composting as a management tool.  

This project evaluated “tooth extraction” that hoped to identify an infection early enough in individually housed gilts or 

sows so they, and immediate contact animals on either side, can be removed to successfully eliminate ASF from the 

facility. Also, these field samples were used to evaluate diagnostic performance of four commercially available ASF 

point-of-care, pen-side assays for detecting ASF in ASF-suspect and non-clinical neighboring animals. 

Three different pen-side tests are being evaluated and compared using both whole blood and oral swabs as collected 

tissues to determine the time from infection to the earliest detection and sensitivity and specificity of the tests.  

Another National Pork Board-funded project is modelling methods of cleaning and decontamination of transportation 

vehicles at facilities located at Kansas State University, using surfaces and conditions representative of real-world 

situations and evaluate multiple biosecurity strategies using porcine epidemic diarrhea virus (PEDV) in BSL-2 conditions 

there.  

A Vietnam field evaluation of oral fluids, in conjunction with other surveillance tissues, is being evaluated for early 

detection of ASF. Collaborators on this work are from the Canadian Food Inspection Agency – National Centre for 

Foreign Animal Diseases, Vietnam National University of Agriculture, Iowa State University, National Bio and Agro-

Defense Facility, USDA Animal Research Center, and Plum Island Animal Disease Center. 

The Center for Animal Health and Food Safety (CAHFS) at the University of Minnesota College of Veterinary Medicine is 

working with local and international animal health organizations to develop an ASF training program in Vietnam.  The 

program will involve delivery of three training courses using a blend of mentored online delivery and face-to-face 

workshops. 
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Swine influenza causes economic losses to pig production and represents a business liability due to the potential of 

causing zoonotic infections and pandemics. Influenza infections result in pigs having difficulty to start on-feed and 

infections are a pre-disposing factor for secondary bacterial infections and antibiotic use. As we make progress in the 

control and elimination of diseases such as PRRS and Mycoplasma, it seems influenza is the next obvious target. We 

need to make sure we understand key aspects of influenza A virus (IAV) transmission to set control and elimination 

programs in a path to success.  

1. Influenza is highly transmissible but its transmissibility can be decreased by immunity 
Influenza virus spreads rapidly in populations where pigs have high contact rates and no or limited immunity. Immunity 

plays a key role in controlling influenza infections, and control strategies should incorporate vaccination programs. 

However, how immunity decreases transmission is complex since both, quantity and quality of the immune response 

matters. Active immunity is the most effective but its impact will depend in part on the similarity between the vaccine 

strains and the circulating strains in the herd. This is in contrast to passive immunity where immunity will decrease as 

pigs grow and where the antibody response may result in pigs capable to replicate the virus despite pigs appearing 

clinically healthy (silent spreaders). The combination of immunization strategies and management practices are 

necessary to synergistically limit influenza spread.  

2. Piglets and gilts are key subpopulations capable to sustain influenza infections endemic 
Influenza thrives in populations where there are susceptible animals capable to replicate the virus. Piglets are born 

naïve to influenza infections and are an ideal population for IAV replication. Gilts can be a source of new virus 

introduction into herds and maintain infections endemic. A combination of extended isolation periods in 

combination with vaccination may be necessary to ensure the elimination of influenza virus from this subpopulation. 

Effective influenza control programs aim at breaking the cycle of IAV transmission established in piglets and gilts.  

3. Influenza shedding is restricted to secretions of the upper respiratory tract and differs in populations of various sizes 
Influenza shedding is restricted to the secretions of the upper respiratory tract and as such IAV is found in nasal 

secretions, oral secretions and aerosols. Oro-nasal secretions, aided by the rooting and curious behavior of the pigs, can 

be deposited on multiple surfaces (fomites) which in turn will serve as an important indirect source of IAV transmission. 

An interesting aspect of influenza is that the infections are self-limiting in individual or small groups of pigs.  Individual 

pigs will clear infections in 5 to 7 days. However, when animals are in sizable groups, even closed populations tend to 

remain infected for prolonged periods. One of the contributing factors to having extended infections is the presence of 

multiple strains in the populations.   

4. Co-circulation of genetically and antigenically distinct strains is common but limited 
One of the main challenges faced in the control of influenza is the co-circulation of multiple strains. These strains 

originate from multiple sources including but not limited to, other animal species, people, aerosols and fomites. In the 

US, strains of human origin represent one of the main sources of influenza diversity into populations. However, although 

influenza diversity within a population can be significant, diversity seems to be limited to a few relevant strains with 

changing dynamics, which may require a sequential multiple step approach to control.   

In summary, we have the foundational knowledge to put together comprehensive influenza control and elimination 

programs for breeding herds. The programs must include strategies directed at minimizing transmission to susceptible 

populations such as gilts and piglets, and strategies to break the influenza transmission cycle within these populations. 

The programs must also include strategies directed at increasing the resistance to infection of the susceptible 

populations and the best tool to do that is vaccination. Therefore, we need to take a double-sided approach to control 

influenza that includes the implementation of management strategies and vaccination.   
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The genetic diversity and frequent emergence of novel genetic variants of porcine reproductive and respiratory 

syndrome virus type-2 (PRRSV) hinder disease control efforts. Here, our objective is to delineate the sub-lineage 

structure of contemporary PRRS viruses in the U.S., quantify the evolutionary and epidemiological dynamics of sub -

lineage emergence, and describe potential antigenic differences between sub-lineages. Utilizing a comprehensive 

database of >20,000 orf5 sequences, we describe eight new sub-lineages within Lineage 1 (accounting for >60% of 

circulating viruses over the past two decades) that are currently co-circulating in the U.S. Using Bayesian 

evolutionary models to estimate each sub-lineage’s effective population size over time, we show that a new sub-

lineage has emerged every 1 to 4 years and that the time between emergence and peak population size was 4.5 

years on average (range: 2–8 years). A pattern of sequential dominance of different sub-lineages was identified, with 

a new dominant sub-lineage replacing its predecessor approximately every 3 years. Consensus amino acid sequences  

for each sub-lineage differed in key GP5 sites related to host immunity and that many of these sites have evolved 

under positive selection pressure, suggesting that sub-lineage turnover may be linked to immune-mediated 

competition. Next, we analyzed the dynamics of the regional spread of a single sub-lineage, the L1A sub-lineage 

associated with RFLP-type 1-7-4, during its emergence in a densely sampled region. Integrating animal movement 

data with phylogeographic models, we showed that the movement of feeder pigs drive patterns of spatial diffusion 

of L1A viruses more than movements of weaned pigs. This either suggests that nurseries serve as amplifiers of the 

virus and/or reflect lower biosecurity at nursery premises or for trucks originating from nurserie s. Finally, we apply 

insights from past emergence events to understand the evolutionary dynamics of the new L1C-1-4-4 variant, 

including insights into its origin based on an analysis of whole-genome sequences. Taken together, this work sheds 

light on drivers of the evolution and spread of new PRRSV variants in the U.S. and may help the industry better 

anticipate and respond to the emergence and spread of novel variants.  
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Introduction: Ultraviolet C (UVC) chambers are utilized for disease mitigation by disinfecting items upon farm entry. One 

study concluded that a UVC dose between 150 and 190 mJ/cm2 inactivates most swine pathogens. This production 

company incorporated homemade UVC chambers on their farms that may emit a higher UVC dose than other chambers. 

Currently, items are disinfected in the homemade UVC chamber for 10 minutes. If the chambers give off a higher UVC 

dose, a shorter run time may be implemented. The objective of this study was to determine materials UVC light can 

penetrate by calculating the UVC dose for items commonly found on swine farms.  

Materials and Methods: A UVC meter probe was placed on each shelf of the chamber to establish a baseline UVC dose 

after one minute. Fourteen items used in swine farms were tested. Items were individually placed on top of the UVC 

meter probe in the middle shelf of the chamber. The UVC chamber was turned on for one minute and irradiance was 

recorded. The following formula was used to determine the UVC dose each item received, D = I × T, where D = UV dose 

(mJ/cm2), I = light intensity or irradiance (mW/cm2), T = treatment time or exposure time (s). Additionally, five-minute 

and ten- minute doses were calculated.  

Results and Discussion: The irradiances in the empty UVC chamber were 1.262 mW/cm2 for the top shelf, 0.872 

mW/cm2 for the middle shelf, and 1.040 mW/cm2 for the bottom shelf. These differences were expected because the 

distances from light sources varied between shelves. UVC light did not penetrate the foam to-go cup with plastic lid, 

cloth-insulated lunch bag, paper grocery bag, glass food storage container, and plastic sports drink bottle. The aluminum 

foil, plastic bottled water, white plastic grocery bag, 0.060” non-acrylic glass, black plastic food container, and blue 

plastic food container had irradiances between 0.001 and 0.228 mW/cm2. When UVC doses were calculated, they were 

insufficient to inactivate most swine pathogens. Three types of plastic freezer bags and a clear plastic food storage 

container had irradiances between 0.254 and 1.035 mW/cm2. In conclusion, the UVC dose in the empty chamber at 5 

and 10 minutes were 261-378 mJ/cm2 and 523-757 mJ/cm2. This suggested that five minutes in the UVC chamber was 

adequate to inactivate most swine pathogens. Future studies can test the survival of swine pathogens in UVC chambers 

at different time intervals to determine the optimal disinfection time. 
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Mycoplasma hyopneumoniae (M. hyopneumoniae) is one of the most prevalent and economically significant respiratory 
pathogens in the swine industry (Pieters, Maes 2019). The economic loss related to M. hyopneumoniae are associated 
with decreased feed efficiency, reduced average daily gain, and increased medication cost (Maes et al., 2018). Based on 
north American data these costs of positive pigs can be almost $5 per pig (Silva et al., 2019). These are the primary 
reasons producers are considering M. hyopneumoniae elimination.  
 
There are several methods to eliminate M. hyopneumoniae: Depopulation and repopulation, medicated early weaning 
(MEW), Swiss method, herd closure and whole herd medication and whole herd medication without herd closure.  
 
Medicated Early Weaning (MEW) had been used to improve the health status of multiplication animals generated these 
negative herds available for replacements and startups. These populations were used to populate the new growth in the 
industry. In the early 1990’s many herds were populated from these high health populations allowing producers to see 
the growth and performance of these negative pigs. With the adoption of MEW and improved health status of pigs from 
existing sow herds, the industry quickly adapted the multiple site production model developing farrow to wean farms 
allowing for more disease control options.  
 
Groups began to experiment with means of improving health of existing herds using a combination of immunity (herd 
closure) and medication to eliminate M. hyopneumoniae from these sow herds. As herds were able to eliminate M. 
hyopneumoniae more herds started to follow the similar protocols with minor adaptions to accomplish elimination. This 
has become an easy add on for herds going into a herd closure for PRRS elimination already. This has fueled some of the 
adaption of elimination taking advantage of the time for closure with a greater return.  
 
None of this would have been possible if farms had not split the production and started farrow to wean farms as they 
moved to the multiple site production model. Today many farms have used these various methods to eliminate M. 
hyopneumoniae and reap the rewards of the improved health status and performance. 
 

 


